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FOREWORD

To implement .an educational approach successfully, one must match the philOgo-
phy of evaluation with that of instruction.: This is particularly true when individual-
ization is the key element ir the educational approach. Vet, as important, as it is to
achieve this match, the task is by no means simple for the teacher. In fact, without
specific resource materiak to help him, he is apt to find the task overwhelming. For
this reason, ISCS has developed a set of individualized evaluation materials as part of
its Individualized Teacher Preparation (ITP) program. These materials are designed
to assist teachers in their transition to individualized instruction and%to help them
tailor their assessment of students' progress to the needs of.all their students.

The two modules concerned with evaluatiOnsIndividualizing Objective Testing and
Evaluating and Reporting Progress, can be used by small groups of teachers in in-
service settings or by individual teachers in a local §cpool environment. Hopefully,
they will do more than give eichteacher an overview of indivijlualized evaluation.,
These ITP modules suggest key strategies for achieving both subjective and objeCtive
evaluation of each student's progress. And to make it easier for teachers to put such
strategies into practice, ISCS has produced the associated booklets entitled Perform-
ance Objectives, Performance Assessment Resources, and Performance Checks. Using
these mateiials, the teacher can objectively assess the studenti mastery of the proc-
esses, skills, and subject matter of the ISCS program. And the teachet can obtain,
at the rnorne*t when they are needed, specific suggestions for remedying the stu-
dent's iden itied deficiencies.

If you a e an ISCS teacher, selective use of these materials will guide you in devel-
oping an.individualized evaluation program best suited to your own settings and thus
furtherenhance the individualized character of your ISCS program.

The Co-Directors
Intermediate Science Curriculum Study
Rm 4 5, W.H. Johnston Building
415 North Monroe Street
Tallahassee, lorida 32304



THE ISCS INDIVIDUALIZED TESTING SYSTEM

The ISCS individualized testing system for each level of ISCS is composed of four
major subdivisions:

1. The .1TP modules Evaluating and Reporting Progress. and Individualizing
Objective Testing,
2. Performance Objectives,
3. Performance Checks in three alternate forms, and
4. Performance Assessment Resources.

EValuating and Reporting Progress presents a cpmprehensive overview, with many
fefinements, for individualizing the grading and reporting of students' progress, based
on .both subjective and objective criteria. Th4e module Individualizing Objective

'Testing describes more specifically those ISCS evaluation materials Which have ob-
jective criteria the performance objectives, checks, and resources and it presents
practical suggestions for their use,. These two modules should be considered pre-
requisite to successful'use of the other ISCS evaluation materials.

Each of the Performance Objectives booklets contains a composite list of selected
measurable objectives considered important to a given level of the ISCS program. 0

However, many of the long-range goals and aims that ,are at the heart of the ISCS
program do not lend themselves to being expressed as measurable performance ob-

jectives. Thtts, these booklets 8hou1d not be construed as being all-inclusive anthol-
ogies of all the possible learning outcomes of ISCS.

k-Lnr. ach of three 'Performance Checks booklets contains an equivalent but alternative
set of 'performance checks which were developed to assess the students' achievement
of the objectives stated in the Performance Objectives booklets.

.11'he Performance Assessment Resources booklet is a teacher's handbook to be used
in identifying the appropriate Verformance checks with which to evaluate each stu-
dent. The booklet also indicates how to set up testing situations', correct responses,
and give remedial help.

.;

a



4.

NOTES TO THE' READER

TIris book is a catalog Of the ISCS objectives for Level II. It is primarily a reference
book for persons responsible for.examining curriCula and determining if this program
is likely to meet their school system's objectives and needs. As a reference book, it
will also be useful to thqle teacher's who wish to write additional objectives or per-.
formance checks.

Each objective is written in the formal style described in Exiursion 2-1 Of the mod-
ule Individualizing Objective Testing. As noted in Chapter I of that mbdule, each
ISCS objective focuses on a specific, directly measurable student action. The objec-
tives are, in effect, operational definitions of students' abilities; that is; they are
statements of how to detect and measu're what students can do.

As you might expect, ISCS has other important goals and aims that are not listed-in
this book. They are missing because they are generally not directly measurable, given
the practical confines of time and the-state of the art of performance testing and
measurement. In many cases, their nature is *affective, rather than cognitive, and
long-term as opposed to short-term. You'Will find many of these goals and aims dis-
cussed in the module Rationale for Individualization.

The objectives in this catalog are designed to aid in the assessment,of students who
differ widely in their learning abilities and in the kinds of subject matter which they
find difficult. s. sta t d in .the module Individualizing Objective Testing, the key tof
the successful use of th s catalog, the related Performance Assessment Resources, and
the various Perfbrmance C'hecks is selectivity. This.catalog of objectives waS not de-

. signed so that a specific student or group of students would achieve a fixed percent-
age of them. Probably ne one school system and certainly no one teacher will find
all of the objectimes in this book appropriate. As with a mail ordeg catalog, one must
pick and choose accgrding to his needs.

The objectives listed in this hook are divided into units. The relationship between
the units and the chapters of Probing the Natural WorldI2 are shown in .Table I.
Most 'Rifts include two chariters and the related excursions. You will recall that the
number preceding ON hyphen in the identification numbers for excursions indicates
the chapters to which the excursion is related. Within each 'unit, thg objectives
based on the Core and the remedial excursions of the student materials are listed
first and roughly in the ordear of their development in the student materials. These
ate followed bY the objectives for the general and enrichment excursions.

0



Table 1

LEVEL II

UNIT CHAPTERS

1 1 and 2

2 3 and 4

3 5 and 6

4 7 and 8

5 9 and 10

6 11 and 12

7 13 thru 15 ,

8 16.and 17

9 18 and 19

10 20 and 21

11 .. . 22 thru 24 .

12 25

:11 ,

The two types of code numbers used to identify the objectives in this book and the
materials which correspond to each of the objectives in the Performance Checks and
Performance Assessment Resources booklets are shown in Figure 1 below.

-03 Core 17 ahd 05 - Exc 19-2 - 2

Figure -1

I

0

44
*
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Given a table listing the physical descriptions of tw substances 01-COre-1

and asked'whethr they are different su&tances and to kxplain his%
answer the,studentapplies the concdpt ^that physical descriptions
alone often do not 15rov1de enougn information o enable a epsorC.

to distinguish between substances by gespcluaDE to that ef e

When asked to state two things he should do if an unknown or a .

dangerous chemical spills On him or on a classmate, the stuaent
recalls that When an.unknown or a dangerous chemicspills on a
person, the procedure is to rinse the area with'plenty of water,

to call the teacher,,and, if possible, to show or-tell him 1A.hat

chemicat was by so

01 -Core -2.

4
Given a dilute acid and a colored, powdered substance and asked to
collect the necessary materials and to perform a procedure Which
.involves a.risk to the eyes, the student chooses to use p.fety
-glasses to'protect his eyes While performing a chemical reaction
-by putting on the safety glassesprior to mixing the reactants.

01-Core-3

(4ven a bottle of sodium bicarbonate, presented to him as an
unknown powder, rock, a bottle of 3M hydrochloric acid, shell, and

access-to.a magnifying glass, safety glasses, a balance, a beaker,
and a graduated cylinder and asked if the unknown-powder is more

like rock or shell and why, the student classifies the unknown
powder as being like shell because it reacts with the acid by so

stating.

Giv.en an unlabeled sample of eiiound-up noncarbonaceous rock, an
unlateled sample oot gpound-up shell, and a dropper-bottle of 3M
-11C1 and asked to state which sartle is ground-up rock and Which is
-ground-up shell and to tell how he knowS-, the student applies the
concept that the'chemical properties of a solid substance are the
same regardless of the size of the pieces of the solid particles

by naming the samples rock and shell accurately and agloz the
notion that the powders are identifiable because they react like
the larger visible pieces of such solids.

01 -Core -4

01 -Core -5

Given a list of four properties of substances, three of_which
often changp with crushing and the fourth being their reaction

with acid, app ,asked which of these properties would change the
leastIf_thesubstance were ground to a powder, the student.
applies the concept that the reactions of substances.are Independ-
ent of particle size by' se],ecting the entry Which ndicates the

reaction with acid.

01 -Core -6

4e.

,
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01 -Core -7

4

1,;Jhen asked to.draw a diagram to illustrate what he would expect to_
seeif a piece of a specific substance were magnified.Several
billion times and tcegplain his.diagram, the student applies the
particulate model of matter by clagaz a diagram that indicates
numerous small particleS and §itallag the effect of the concept.of
the particulate'model of Matter.' '

%
01-Core-8 Given a list of.four sources for the Models Of science and asked .

. to identify where scientific models come from, the student recalls
that the models of science are created in people's minds by

..unktauag the *entry to that effect.

01-.Core-9 Given a list of five statements about matter particles, three of
' which al-e assumptions of the partiCle model for matter, and asked
"to identify those which are part of that model, the student
classifies statements to the effect that matter particles move,

are closest together in solids, have energy, and make up all
:matter and that heat energy increases the motion of the particles
as assumptions of the particle model by lasatuljz at least two of
the three correct entriesoand: not more than'one inappropriate
entry.

01 -Core -10 . Given four statements-concernAscientific models and asked Upp
select the best descflption -of scientific models,,the.student

applieq the concept that scientific models are better,, described
as useful than as 'correct by Wiest:Um the statement that exempli-
fies that concept.

.,
0i-Core-11 , Given four Statementd, ihree of Which are diaracteristics of a

scientific-model'and one of which is not, and abked tp select the
statements which are true of a scientific model, the student
classifies as the characteristics of a scientific mOdel"that it
explains Observations, it can include a physical object or a set
of objects,,and it can be a mental picture by selectifte at least -

two of the three-correct statements and not the incorrect state-
ment which indicates that it.is an.obdervation.

01-Core-12 Given a list of.eight substances, including at least two in eadh
state of mattier, and asked to classify them according to the state
of matter in which they exist atToom temperature, the student
classifies each substance'aS'existing It room temperature as a
solid, a liquid, or a ga6 by 11314.1.144 at least six of the eight
substances correctly.
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hen askedto state two thipgs a scientific model does, the

student recalls that a scientific model (1) suggests important

questions, (2).explains previously observations, (3) spggests

new experiments, and (4) predicW,the nature of the results of neW
experiments by staLIELthe notion of two Alpe above four.

01-Core713

When asked to state a definition for mass, the student recalls the

. definition that mass ithe quantity of matter In an ob ect bY

mal22= to that effect.-

01 Qore-14
to'

Given h list of five entities, at.least one of which is composed 401-Core-15

of matter, and asked to put an M after those things which are made.(...

up of matter and to put a.-1) after those things which are cotposed

of particles, the student applies the concept that-anything made

up of matter is made'up of particles by dezignatinahose that he

has labeled as being made u of particl6s1 and only thOse aS

being composed'of matter.

.Given a list of five'entities, at least one of which is matter,

and asked to put ,anil after those thingp which have,mass and to

put an.X after those things made up of matter,. the student applies

the concept that all things composed:of Matter have riaSs by

d4112=1L those and only those he labels as being composed of

matter as having.mass,

.th-Core-16

7'

Given a statement that a particular gas,is matter and asked what 01-Core-17

he would have to show about the gas to prove that it is matter,

' the student applies the *finition that matter is anything thatr

has moss by tmox=q1De-that he would have%to-show that the' gas has .

mass.

Given a doubTe-pan balance, a set of standard musses, and two .

objects, each of whose mass is within the rangp oC the balame

used, and asked to measure the mass Of each of the specified

objects, the student manipulates the balance and the standard

masses to measure the mass of each of the spectfled objects by

LIAtkz. the mass Of each object accurately to within +0.5 gram.

01-Core-18

Given a volume ln cUblc.centimeters and asked to state the- volume

in milliliters, the student applies the rule that one cubic centi-

meter equals one milliliter by in with the same number.

stated In milliliter*.

017COre-1

Given a graduated cylinder and an unknown 'volume of liqueld which 01-bore-P0

exceeds the capacity of thr' cyltnder and asked to mport the

40,

r
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volume of the liquid, the student applies the'procedure for find-
'ing the voluñ e. of a liquid usirig stspdard metric units by meazur-
lizand mil.qing the vOlume within 5% of the value established by
the teacher. '0

M.-Core-4 Given a description'Of;an inflated
inside the .object.is matter and to

. student c1as§ifies a-gas as matter
statini4.either that it has mass or.

object arid asked if .the gas

defend his response, the
by res6onqing affirmetivplyiand
that,it occupies sPace or both.

4. pole'N

01-Core-22 ' oGiven a large beaker -of water and an air piston, a small beaker,-
Qr.a dropper and the directions tO fIll the PistOn,beaker, or
dropper with air_and 'then put it into the water and create.bubbles

;and asked to identlfy.the state of the ktter coming out Of the
device, the student fecails that the matter inside a bubble is in
,the form of gps by re=z2LIDLI to that effect.

.

01 -Core -23
,. #

Giveri a rough eagram of his science classrbom or-lab in a.loca;=
tion other than that:, room and asked to identify the Usual
ocations of safety equipment, indluding 'Sandi the fire blanket,
.saftty goggles, the fire extintuisher, and the fivst-aid kit, the
studentarecalls the. locations of the 'safety equipuent by --..

1,1ziltlaa on the diagraM'their normal positio6 in:the room..
. . .

01,-COre!-24 ' Given ample opportunity to work with mgerials on a labOratory
activity of more than one-day's duration and asked to observe the
cleanuOperiod" at the appropriate time, the student chooses to
close the labbratory activity period promptly upon-receiving
notification of the time by immediately =ggina.the labbratory
activity, Lt.ltigaantteiria1s in tisane; clean COndltion to
storage places, and 2=1,11..p.451,inz In'work area'cleanup, on at-
least three .sparate occasions when being obs6rved by the teacher.
without his knowledgp.

01Core-25 When Ad to work in the laboratory with fellow students,,the
student choose8 to cooperate with fellow studentsin the laborra-
tory by Wiz fpolite, alitilzhis turn, be1na orderly WherQoving

...about, and Z.=zdiz the right of his classmates to work without
being unneceSsarily disturbdd.when observed without his knoWledge
by the teacher or another'.destgnatedperson on at least three.
occasions.

01-Cbre -26.
.

When asked to,lwork with the equipment and'text materials of,the
ISM' course, the student chooses.to show personal-responsibility
for returning laboratory equipment no longer needed to the. proper
storageAplaces.during the activity lberiod by;tgLigaug such equip-'
ment and materials to the deSignated storage Places on at least



1.: :

three occasions When observed by the.teacher or another desigiated.

observer without his knowledge of being checked.

As asked in the "Notes to theStudent" gection of Probing the ! Q1-Core-27

.A'atural WOrld,/2 to res'pond:In wrItihg tO atl' of the questiorp in
1?eco;c1 Book,.the student chooseS to wriVo in his Record Book.

'his answers to 90% oT more pf the questions in'his textbook by

egUattelag:the written responses when the, teadher spot' Check's- to

determine if he is doi so 4.

4(

' 4

When working ind4endently in the-laboratoi4"yl.the student chdoSes

: 'to show proper care and use of'ISC laboratory materials bY wl/la.

the materials Only for their intehded pqrpo* or by
permission to do other specificxpe'riffents wIth them, when b ing

observed without. his knowledge by the t7adher or anoth6-des1gH)

inated perSbn on three or more. occasions.

4

61 -COre728,'

.

0 Given a list of glish an0 metridminits and a-list Of quantities,,.. 2-2-1'
-

of measurements d asked to matclia:wthe proper unite.in the metric

systemto the quarities they meastire, the student piassifies 'the

unitgp,that are used to;express quantities of rialeasUement in thelV

, Metric system by dat6qUaL the metric units to.the quantities the§ .

express in the metric system in at least folr of six cages;

Given a desCriptloon.of4,.a situation in which fae is-on an unknown

'planet artd asked to name two thingp which would deterqdne weight

on thgt planet,- the student recalls that the weight of an Object

depenas On (1) the mass of the'object, (2) the mass Of the planet,

.and (3) the distance from the center of the planet to the object

by gtatliz the essence of. two of these.

: 01-Exc 2 371

Given a aist of four physical propeities of a solid and asked !

which of them depénds upon location, the student recalls that

weight is dependent upon location.by that option,'

.44111

01-Fic 2-372 .

Given a list of Itern and asked which factors determine his weight 01- c 2-3-3::

on oarth, the student recalls that the.important factors determin-
ing.ah object's weight are the earth's mass, his mwsl'and his

-
distance.from,the center of. the earth_by seLeatka the entry

Involving thOse notions,

I



Given two'small trhnsparent jars, one ailed with a solid or a, 02-Core-1

liquid and qapped.and the. oth6r with air in it and uncapped, arid
.

asked to.identify the statebf the matter, if anY, in each of the-
jars, the student Classifies air as a gas at room temperature by

stating that the uncapped jar contains a gas.
41,

.

Given wdescription of a situation in which two people report

different results for what is claimed to am the same experiment

and the argumerit that at least one of the experimentei-s must not

liave'dohe what he claimed.to have done and asked whether or not.

they did th same experiment and to explain his answer, the

studert applies the concept that when two sets of .experimental

_conditions are identical; the same Iesults are obtained by

ges=laug.iiiegatively and with the notion of that,concept..

4

02-Core-24

ep

'Given a description of a situation in whidh a student won't draa a

conclusion based orrone test'and asked whether or not the

.
student's action 41ould be accepted and to state a reason for

Occepting Or not accepting it, the student applies the concept'

that one valid test often does not provide enough evidence for
&awing a conclupion by w_ailgadlug.'affirmatively and with the

notion of that concept.

Ot-Core -3

Given an operational definition from the lext for one of three

gase6 -- carbon dioxide, hydrogen, and air and asked if the gas

Could also be .operationally defined as odorless, colorless, and

tasteless and to explain his answer, the student applies the

concept that.an operatApnal definition for-a substance states a

procedure for.detecting that sUbstance by aeproperty or set of

properties unique to it by .ugzilogaz negaftvely and to the.effect ,

that the.proposed definition includes other gases, not just the

one being deflped.

02-Cor;e -4'

Given the names of twb fictitious gasesf four reactions, three of c

which are alike, and an operational definition for one of the

gases written in terms of the three sailar properties and asked .

if the operational4definition is a good one and to explahls

answer, the studeni applies the concept thgt an'operational

definition must include a property br*set of propertie; unique .

to the substance being defined(by jx,tanilliz negatively and with

the notion of,the concept. IV .

02 -Core -5

,
Grven a list of nour definitionsNof spectfic substances, two of

whiqp are operational' definitions, and asked to select the opera-

tional Allefinitions.in the iistp the student classifies any state-

.02 -Core-6

41,
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ment which tells hcw a substance can be detected as an operational
definition of the substance.by §1,121Uaz both operational defini-
tions.

Ortl-

02 -Core -7. Given a list of facts about a substance, including a procedure for'
detecting it, and asked to select the statement that operationely
defines the substance, the student applies the concept that d test
or set of tests specific to a substance is an,operational defini-

.tion for it by pe;ectilatz the statement that describes away to
detect the sUbstance.

02 -Core -8 a:description of a situation.in which two different sub-
stances "yield:identical results when each undergoes the same two
chemical tests and asked to give a.reason for the similar results,

.

the student applies the concept that different substances may
contain the same kinds of matter'particles and thus would yield
similar results to the sane tests by.pesponding with the essence

r of that concept.

02 -Coe -9

I

Given a list of four gases -- carbon dioxide (CO2), hydrogen (H2),
41r, and an unknown gas -- and a table which indicates the results

:testing eabh of the four gases with limewater, phenol red, and
A.burning match and asked to identify each of the gases on the
basis of its Characteristics, the student classifies the gas which
turns phenol red to yellow, turns limewater cloudy, and does not
support combustion as CO2; the gas whidh does not change either
the phenol red or the limewater, but supiports coMbustion as air;
the gas which does not change phenol red or limewater, but
explodes in a flane as H2; and the gas which turns phenol red
'clear,'does not react with linewater, and does not support com-
bustiOn as the unknown gas by mulaillz the gases with those
characteristics.

02-Core-10 Given a word statement of a chemical reaction and asked to identi-,
fy the reactants and the products, the student classifies those
substances.written to the left of the yields symbol (-*) as

-reactants and those substances written to the right of the yields
.

symbol as producteby Ligijaa the apOropriate substances as
reactants and prodUcts.

02-Core-ll 'Given a description of a.Chemical. reaction Which names the reaCt-
ihg subsfancps-and the products forniOd and asked to write a word: .

,statement for the chemical reaction, the 'student applies, the, -
conventions that,produqt$,are written to-the right of the yields
oymbol, that reactants are written to the left of it, and that
each of the products and eadh of the reactants ia link6d to the.

1



otherp"by a plua symbol by kialIK the word statement in such a
manne'r as to include all of those cd6entiOns.

1

Given a list of five entities, at least three of which are gases,
and asked t9 ifldIcate those things which are gases and those

things whieh are matter, the student applies the concept that
gases'are matter by jap=211/z az matter anything he labels as a

gas.

02-Core -12

Givea four reactions, 411 involving a common reactant reacting

. with different materials., in which three Of the Teactions.produce.
product.that appear9'to be the same but whicl?, additional testing

shows to be-different in one of the three cases and.a tible show-

ing the observation5.of the additional testing and asked which of
.the different original reactants are likely to contain th:e..same

type of. matter particle, the student applies. the CanceOtthat a
set of substances producing the same product when reacting with a
common reactant is evidence that the set of substances all contain

a common matter particle by (-atIng the original reactants which

eact with a comron reactant to,produce a common prod4ct as
probably containing the same type of matter particle.'

02 -Core -13

Given descriptions of four situations/Including one in which a,.
control is used, and asked to identify the situation in which a
'control is used, the student classifies' as a control that poriion

of the sample to be tested whi,ch Is subjected to all the
experimental conditions except the variation of the variable being
examinedtby Iel,=-1,ng the situation in which a control sample is '

used. 4

02-Core -14

When asked to give a definition of control, the.student redalls

the definition that'a control Is a sample equivalent to the sample
beirjg tested to which all the saRe experimental conditions are
applied except the variation-of the variable being studied by

=glaaaliz to that effect.

02-Cdre-15.

When asked to,g-tve a reason for*Using a control in an experiment, 02-Core-16

the.student recalls that a gdntrol is used in an experiment to
help Identify the varlabler.whIch Is most related to the resulting

.
event or substance by gwatalLaIL to that effect.

Given a hypothetical situation in 1.4hich an unknown material is 02-COre-17
. ,

presentedtp him and asked how to. determine What matter part$1e45%404-.44,.

make up'the, material, the .student recalls,that matter particles in -.

a substance can be Identified by using chemical teSts on the .sUb-' :

Atance by ataujiAL the notioft of that fact. .
. f

4



02-Core-18 Given the names of two indicators and the phey identify,
the results of usin,K. the indicatop on eact) of our solutions, and
a list of four conclusions about the solutions, only one of which
is supported by the data:, and asked:to select the 6onclusion
consistant mlth the data, the student classifiesthe matter parti-
cles present'in solutions by their reactions with the speclfied
indicators by S4ecting;the conclusion whiCh is consistent with.
thelinformation abouts.the indicators ahd the data.

- i
02-Core-19 ,. Given the statement that there are one.trillion 4nown materials

and asked if the nuMber of different kinds of matter particles is
greater than, less than;kor equal to one tri lion and to state
evidence which supports hissohoice, the stude t applies the con- .)

cept that-the number of different kinds of rratter particles is
less than the number of known materials by .3tatin2 that there are

/

fewer kinds of matter particles th'an kinds of materials.and gilidiaii.

iwevidence that many of the materials he has tested containwthe
0same ,matter particles., so'

02-EX 3-1-1 Given data from Excursion 3-1 about the reactions of hydroChloric
acid (HC1), lemon juice, and vinegar with a carbonate and asked

. what this tells him aboutp.the HC1, lemon Juice, and vinegar, the
stAnt, applies the concept that if a set of substances produces

same-produCt when reacting'with the same reactant, that is
'''evidence that the set of substances all contain a common matter

particle by L-3i2iLliz that the-three given solutions probabl all
contain a common matter particle.

/1

02-Exc 4-1-1 GlVen a lfne df inquiry for Which an experiment is to be proposed
to ansWer a questidn and asked to select the variable Whose.
variation is tcOpe studied, the student applies the concept that
in an experiment there Ls a factor whose variation is.being

.

studied as a result of the dhanges of the independent variable by
4.e1agjilua the variable to be studied.

02 -Exe 4-1-2
s

'Given a problem and asked to state two var1al51es other than the ,

independent variable which must be controlled.if the results of an
experiment are to be valid, the student applies the concept that
in.experimental situations there are factors other than the
Independent variable Whose variation must be controlled if the
data are to be interpretable by*LuguEtwo- such factors.

027Exc 4-2-1 . iben asked to describe .a, more sensitive test for iodine than that
of observing the gas. Ooduce'd when an lodine-cdntaining substance,

Js heated, the student recalls that a senlitive test for iodine
involvas..(1) adding a chlorine solution ahd mineral f?111 to a

.4



solution of the compound which
the mixture until thelreleased
by ozzacliza in his own words
operations.

.11

may contain iodine and (2) shaking
iodine turns the mineral oil pink

with a description of those two

Given the Aatement that thousands of subNtances produce the same

vproducts whil burned and-asked what conclusion,he can make About
the composition of these sObstances, the student applies the
concept that,a set of substancesmreabtihg-with the.same reactant
to produce the barT products is evidence-that all of the

'substances nta1 the.same elements.by =2.0:6111z to that effect.

02-Exc 4-3-1

ss

a

400
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Given a list of five entities, at least one of which is coMposed 03-Core-l.

'of matter, and asked to indicate both those things which are made .

up of matter and those things which are made up of elements or
comianations of elements; the student applies the concept that all
that which is matter is made up of elements or cotbinations of'
elements by aujjaagloai all entries that he has labeled as being
compoSed of Matter as also being composed of elements or cobbina-
tions of elements. 43)

When asked to state the scientific term for substances which are

made Up of a-single kind of atom, the'student recalls that ele-
'ments'are substances made up ofa.single kind of atom by
reulonding with the term element.

03:Core-2

03-Core-3.

03-Core-4

'When asked to name the particles which make up an element.,,the
student recalls that atoms are the particles which make up ':zs

element by rp=zilingw4h the term atoms.

Given fbur diagrams ln which different symbols- represent different
kinds of atoms and asked to select the diagram which best repre-
sents an element, the student applies the .concept that an element
is composed of one and only one kind of atom by sele4ng the
diagram containing only one symbol.

Given a list of five entities, at least one of which is composed
of matter, and asked to'designate which entities are made Up.of
matter and which entities are made up of atomS, the student
applies the concept that all that which is matter is made up of
atoms by aullzatka all ehtries Which he has labeled as being
composed of matter as also'being made up of atoms.

Oj -Core -5

Given a specified number of elements and asked how many different
atoms are present in these elements, tlie-student applies the
concept.that there is a unique kind of atom for each element by
j2=Qaciling with the same number of atoms as there are elements

given.

03 -Core -6

Given four numbers differing at least byan order of magnitude and
asked hoW mary known.sUbsances pannot be broken down into other
substances by brdinary chemicallimans, the student recalls that
there are about one hundred,substances Which cannot be broken down

4
into other Substances by ordinary chemical means by ajace_telz.the
entry which.states that there are'about 100 elementary substances.

03-Core-7

;



. 03,Core-8

ql

When askecloto Illustrate what he might see if a piece ot a
specified element were hagnified so that its:atpme were visib e
and to explain,his illustration, thastudent applieethe copéepts
tlaat atoms are matter particleb and that an element is composed
of.a single kind of matter particle by drawing a diagram that
indicates small particles identical in sizeand shape and exPldin-

. luLthe concepts. .

03 -Core -9 .

vow*

Aolimswa

Given the formula for a compound and a symbolTor a specific ele-
ment in the compound and asked td state how many kinds of atoms

tter particles) are represented by that symbol, the student
applies tfie.concept that the symbol for an elemerkstands for just
one kind of atom by so responding. ,*

03 -Core -10 Given a descrisption of a set of.nuts and bolts, their sytbols, the

nuMber of units of each presentin a cotbination, and a list of
five formulas and asked to delect.the formula whidh represents the
given combination, the student applies the conVentions for stating
a formula that the symbOl of each element ih the coMbination is
shown and the nuMber of units of eabh kind of particle present in
a combination is either indicated as a subscript after the syMbol
of the particle,to which it refers or not shown if there is only
one'unit of thatAparticle in the cotbination by sylestlpg the
correct formula.

03 -Core -11 Given the symbols for two types of nuts.and two types of bolts and'
four formulas involving these symbols and asked to state the total
number of particles represented ih each formula, the student
applies the Concept that in,a formula, a symbol represents a
single particle and a subscript after the symbol indicates the
presence of two or more particles of that type by reskop.Z.LE
correctly in three of the four cases with the sum of the sub-'
scripts, having assumed ay unwritten subscripts to be one.

03 -Core -12

I.

Given a nut and bolt formula with a coe ient and identification
of the symbols used in the formula and asRed how many particles of
a particulav kind are present in a unit of the combination, how
many units of the combination are shown, and how many particles of
a particular kind are present in the total number of units of the
combination, the student applies the conventions of numeration in

I a formula that a subscript following.a symbol shows the number of
particles of that kind present in one unit of the combination,
that the coefficient represents the nuMber of units of the combi-
nation, and that the mathematichl product of the Coefficient and
subscript is the total number of particles of a particular kind
in the total combination by Zra2,113E, at least two of the three

, numbers correctly. ,



Given two.formulas and asked how many different kinds of particles 03-Core-13

each formula represents,-the student appli,e6 the rule that tHe
number of kinds of particles represented hi a PrmUla is the same
as.the nuMber of different atomic sytbols by gIglggthe correct'
number in both cases.

Given a key for the symbols for two kinds of pins and two kinds of 03-Core-14

.buttonS and diagrans of two combinations)of these pins and buttons
and Oked to write the formulas for the oombinations shown, the
Student applies the convent1on0 of dhemical formula(writing that
the elements present are represented by their symbkls aad that if
the number of atousiof an.element in the combination is greater
than one, the number of atone-is delptediby a subscript after the
syrbol 'of the element to which it refers by so aplalaith form6-
las for the pin-button combinations given.

Given a graphic representation of a dhemical reaction Which 40s
pins and buttons'and asked to describe the reaction in termi.sg
synbols and numberS, the student applies the conventions of 7'
'chemical formula writing by using.theoproper syMbols and by plac-
ing the nunber of-specific units before the syMboIs of the parti-

. .cles in the unit and the nuMber of a specific type of particle
within a-unit as a sUbscript after the symbol that represents the
particle by yr,tjiz such a nuMber and sytbol description of'the
,reaction.

03 -Core -15

Given a nut and bolt (moleCular) formUla and asked to use the 103-Core-16
,

formula to state the order and th!Pspatial arrangement of the
particles in the combination, the student applies the concePt that
a chemical (molecular) formula does not give the drder of the
atoms.by izezazijaz to that effect.

,

Given opt ons of three nunber6-b6tween one and eight, a corbina-
tion- of 1,o of these, and a Conbinatiori,of all three-and aSked to

'J select t e option which represents the numbers Of-kinds of atoms
that a given substance may contain, the student applies the

.
concept that it is possible for.a sUbstahce to be composed of one
or nr kinds of.atous by gratajzig either aIl the numbers givki
or the option which includes all three.

03-Core-17.

Given a description of a situation and Aatements ot two posi-
tions -- (1) that each of thd Oillions of existing substances is
composed of a uniClue element (particle) and therefore the elements
in a particular specimen are impopsible to identify and (2) that
it is Possible to identify the elements in any, substance -- and
asked which position he agrees with and to explaih Why that posi-

44.4:



Ok

tion is Correct, the student applieS theconcept that all matter.
is composed of about one hundred elements or combinations of them
by th the second position stated above and uiagaiz,
that the variety resdlts fnam the marky combinations that can be
made from approximately-one hundred elements.

03-Core-l9 . Given It the atomic mOdel assuues all sUb8tances to be made from

.
. :rsemamialde Uf7oemr.ao:::::Ibterkio7diofffe

can be true, the student recallsthat the many known substaves
praenttri'ckliendssano=dilc:::::

different coMbinations by statlai, the effect pf` that notion:

.03-Core-20 Given a description of three substanCes, each dissolved into a
liquid, and asked,what term describes the resulting.nixture, the

, student clabsifies as solutions vixtures formed .when ope substance
*. dissolves into another by maponaz with the term solution.

When asked what happensto a given scaid substance when it is
stirred with a clear liquid and disappears, the student recalls
that atsolid substance dissolves, or goes into solution,yhen it
disappears in a liquid by mammum to that effect.

03 -Core -22 Given the mass of both a liquid and a dry solid and the mass of a
solution and asked if the number of atoms increased, decreaspd, or
remained the sane when the components of the two were.put Into
solution and to explain hi-s-answer,.the student applies the con-
cept that if the maSs of a material which, undergoes a physical
gpange remains constant, the nuMber of atone in the material is
unchanged by sej.e9t1ng. the phrase which indicates that the nuMber
of atone remains uhchanged and altliniL the effect of the-concept.

03-Core -23 Given.a description of a situation in which a sample taken from a
beaker of liquid proves to contain a dissolved substance and asked
whether other saMples fnam the beaker could differ and to explain
his answer,.the student applies the-concept that a solution is
uniform throughout and therefore all Other samples would contain
the sane substances by m122=124 negatively and in effect that
all samples would contain the dissolved substance because a
-solution is uniform throughout.'

-11

03-Corer24 Given a sample of' a solid apd asked to heat it and to record any
change t. that take place, the stUdent applies the safety rules for
heating a substance in a test tube by co1.ntin2 the test tube away .

from himself and other students, makz a test tube claim; umala,L
the test tube back and forth in the flame, and =gglaL safety
glaSses;

1_
,o)
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Given a description of a,chemical reactton"in which the products
all'e visibly very different from the react6nts and asked what_
happened to the atom6 of the Teactants td make this $qo the.stu-
dent applies the conCept that a'chemical reaction is a process in
which the atoms of the reactants are recombined in new combina-
tions by izezza= to that effect. /

03 -Core -25

Given a description of a situatiortin which two elements, one of
which is known tole very active and one tbout whidh nothing is
known, are.heated and no reaction Occurp and the conclusion that
the unknown- element won't ileact with any element bepause it does

not react with the active elerent and asked to state whether, he
agrees with the conclusiOn alid to support his response, the

student applies the concep that inavidual elements do not
necessarily react with all other elements by zaacjajz to the
effect that he disagrees w4h the conclusion and a=11064the
notion of the concept.

D3-Core.r.26

Given a reaction, the number of atoms of.a specified element in
the reaction, and five numbers, including the nutberof atoms of
the element that reacted, and asked how many atoms oft,thc reacting
element pre found in the products, the student applies %lie concept
that the nutber of atoms of an el8Ment remains unchanged during'a
chemical reaction by selectinL the sane'nutber of atoms known tO
be present in the reactants as the number preSent in.the products.

03-Core -27

Given the statement that solutions of AB and CD react to form a
solid BC and asked to state a w6y to tell whether all the atoms of
C are used up in the reactidn, the student applies the procedure
for determining whether the atoms of a specified reagent are used
up in a chemical reaction by m§,122alliz to the' effect that he

would add more of the reagent AB and if more.BC forms, he would
know that the C atous are not used up.

03 -Core -28

GiVen the'equation for a chemical reaction and the total mass of
the products:formed and Aced to tell Whether the total mass of
the reactants used was greater than,'equal to, or less than the
mass of. the products and to explain how he knows, the student
applies the rule that in a chemical reaction, the'mass of the
products is equal to the mass of the reactants by zgitatliz tIe.
option which says that themass of the reactants is equal to the
mass of the products,and a,451113,E the essence of the rule.

o3-Core-29

Given a list, .of nine le4timate statements about how the-elements
were named and the staterent that the elements were named SYstem-.

atically and asked to select\all the statements which account for

03-Exc 5-1-1



the variety of element names, 'the student appaies the concept that
the wide variety of kinds of names of the elements is the result

using many name sources and not the
systematic naming process by caleatauift
elements were systematically named and
of the other statements.

t of adeliberate,
e statement that the

any five or more

03-Exc 6-1-1 Given a description of a situation in Which a known riuMber of
particles of a substance are dissolved in a known volume of a
liquid and asked how many particles would be found in a small
sampie e a given volume of the'solution sand to .tell how the
particles are distributdd in the solution, the student applies
the-concept that when a substance dissolves in a liquid, the
particles of the substance are distributed evenly throughout the
liquid by deerminln%the proportionate number of partitles in the

sample(and statine, the concept.

03 -Exc 6-2-1 Given descriptions of four situations, eadh ot which describes
any ;hanges which take place when solutions ?f two materials at
the same temperature are mixed, and asked for each situation
whether a chemical reaction has occurred and to tell how he knows,
the student applies the rule that a chemical reaction has occurred
when two or more substance are mixed with One'or more of the
following re8u1ts -- (1) the color changes, (2) a gas is formed,
(3) a solid is formed, or,(4) the temperature changes -- by
resnondina that a chemical reaction has occurred in cases in which
at least one of those changes is observed and by 211,114 for each
carany of the changes which occurred.

03 -Exc 6-3-1 Given a statement concerning two solutions, AB and CD, which
reacted to- form a solid AD and asked to describe a method to tell
whether all the D atoms are used up in the reaction, the student
applies the laboratory procedure for determining whether or not
the atoms of a reagentere used up in a chemical reaction by
grazaillag to the effect that he would add mare AB apd if more
precipitate formed, the D atom were not used up.

'



Given two equations, eadh involving the reaction of a different 04-Core-1

set of two elements to form compounds, and'four additional .

equationsl.representing hypothetical reactions-4nd Wing the
elements from the original equations, and asked if he agrees that. ,

because the,two original sets of elements_4eacted, that the four
hypotheticAL'i-eactions therefore must occur, .and why, the student ,

applies the concept that'not every element cotbines with every'
other element by aaarr.tiliz with the stated position and aigual .

the notion of the concept. : 1

--/ t

Given-five-plausible answers to a prOblem.t. which the volumes of. 0 1kCore-2 7

two samples (A and B) of a solution'apd the nunber.of atoms ,of the
solute in the smaller sample (A) are sidecified and asked to select .

- thQ nunber of atoms of thle solute in the other sanple (B), the
'student applies the concept that the ratio of the atom in two
samples Of a solution is in the sane ratio as their volumes by

...

zUesSaaa the answer given by the following formula:
specified volume of unknown known nuMber unknown nuMber
specified volume of known 'of atoms of atom ;

Given a description Of"a reaction Which includes the nutber of
particles reacting and the units of product and the number of
particles of one of 'phe reactants foPa second caseand asked if .

the number 'of particles of the other reactant and the number of
units of product can be predicted for the second case and to
explain'his answer, the student applies the law of definite compo-
sition (combininwproportions) that in compounds the atoms Of
different elements are coMbined with each other in definite ratios
(number's) by rts4palm affirmatively and ateaunE the'effect of

the law.

04 -Core-3

Given four nut and bolt cotbinations involving JuSt one type of ,

nut and one type of bolt, the elements which they represent, and'
the fact that equal volums of two solutions of equal concentra-

'-4
tion of the specilled atons are reacted-and asked which coMbina-
tion5 would lehil -to the prediction thqt%there will be excess

particles of a specified eleme+ the student ner es correa
predictions of excess particles from the nut:and bol combinations

by ,geluSang those and only those cotbinations from Which 'excesses

can be,predicted. 0

01 -Core-4

Given a statement at two solutions, AB and CD, react to form a
solid AD,and ask d td state a way to determine if all the D atoms
of solution CD are teacted in the reaction, the student applies
'the procedure for.determini.ngwhether or .not the atom of a

specified m t are used up in a chemical reactiop as adding
.. .

04T.Core -5



..

more of the other eatent or reagents
further reaction by resoondinic to the
more AB, and if more solid forms, the

and lookin for,evidence of
effect that he would add
D atomn were not used up.

Given a quotatiocl fit= Chapter 7 of-the.text, describing* eXPéri-
ment which instructs that measurement mustibe made quick.l.y to
fcroid a change in the productand asked tckstate,the variable
that these directions are teliNg him to control'if his results.
are to be valid,:the stUdent classifies.time astheiVaisiable
whose'variations munt be controlled if the data.are to be valid 0
statjnKthat time is the variable' in question.

9

: 047-Core -7
;,

Given a statement that a Solution of A-is added,ro a solution of
B.whi,chq.6act to form:a gas and aZked tO describe a method Tor
tellijig if all the B particles are,used up in the reaction,,the
stupent applies the 'procedure of adding more of the other reagent
to determine if the particlen,of a reagent are used dp in a gaz-
produging chemicapilaction.by muncialz to the effect that he
would-add more of rdirnt A; ifmore gas forms, the:particles df
the reagent (B),being checked are not.used up. , -4

04LCore-8 Given an appropriately labeled.grid an s'data table or-Slx.
reaction trialt of a, singLe. dhemical syste involving, d reac-.

tants;shoWing for each trial the-varying untp of reac t A
which are mixed with a fixedlanount,of reactant B apd the unt
of product fotimed in each dase,and asked to sta;te:fot. eaW
reactant.in which trials it is in excess, the student applies t
rule of definite ootbining.numbers (ratios) --)when a;reactant
has been elhausted by, coMbining in a clfinite proportionhe
reaction.stops -- by .seja..the cases fh which readtantfB is
in excess as those cass in which a fixed ip6rease in,;(the amount,*..
of reactant A 'produces a proportional Change in the arigunt:of the
product and the. cases:in whieh reactant A is in excess as those
in which the proportional difference.in the amount of product,is
not'sobserved for a fixed amount of increane for reaptant,A.

04 -Core-9 Given a statlirent thatnubstance X is a com6otind and asked tb
clefirie compound az it is used in the sentence, the student recalls
the definition that a compound is A substance which'in composed, of
more than tne kind of atom combined in definite numbers t)y
the definition of compound.

04-Core-10

.

Given pictures Oftwo pin and button combinations identified as
representing compOunds and a, table of the individual pin-button
symboots and asketd what each. of the four individual symbols
epresents, the student cla.ssifies the individual pin&,and buttons

r°



in the graphic representation of a compound as representing the"
elements or atoms which make up the compounds by,upppndipc
either. "ei&ent" or -"atom."

, -

v.

4

4 .

Given a description of a situation in which a scientific, model .

.i.'".explains all the 9b4ervations made.to date about a gertain
phenomenon and the developer's claims that all otherproposed -

models'are wrong and asked if he agreed or disdgmes 4th the
4 developer-and to 'explain hie.answer, the student applie6 the.

concept'that there can be more than one model fOr.a set of
observations try disagreeinR and arAILLgthe concept. I

, .
. . , .- 06

'::..Given a.stolly in which all the atoms in a material are exactly .

alike and'asked to statd the kind of material involved in the,
stdry, the student classifies Matter which IS composed of-one and
only one type of atom as an element by so aaulz.

04-Core-12

Given'four statements purporting to Ce characteristics of the
models of-Science And askedto select the statement that .best-
descrlbes.scientific models, tAe student recalls that the mbdels.
scientists uSe-are better described,as uséfUl than As correct by

ipaeLliag. the Statement that agrees .with that concept.

04-Cpre-13:

2 .

Given five posSible interpretatidns of what it means for a model
to be accepted by scientists and asked to select the.best inter:7'
pretation, the Student applies the,concept that acceptance of a

..model Implies only.that it explains most observations made to
date by selecting_the entry involving explanation or'bbservation.

When remindedt,that the- text.ahked in Oapter 7 and againn
.

ChapteP 8 whether'atoms combine with each other n definite
nutters and asked why it was nedemary to answer the sarrequestion

.: twice, the stu,ed applies the concept that a singlecase often
dies not give ufficient evidence upon which to base'a conclusion

i by almagaL to that effect.

04-COre-14-'

04-Core-i§

Given a chemital equation labeled 'As a system.and a list including
two.subsystems, two componéntal and the entire system and:asked
to indicate, which of the li4ted entities aie components.of the
system, the stucient classiftes individual'elements or compounds -

as coMPonents of the system by ;electinAthe.two components.

04!Core-16

.Given aAhemical equation labeled as a System and a'llst including
Ithree,sUbsystem0, one component, and the entire system and asked
to indicate wich of the listed entities are Absystems of fhe

4.4

04 -Core -17



1

r.

t
I"

. system, the student c4ssif1es as a subsystem a 'groufi Of. compo-,
nents or a part of a system being isolated for stucly by seieqinf..:
at least two.of, the three uoups---of components which are less than
he whale system.'ft

4

014-Core.L:18
-

Given access to an a.j.cohol burner.,`.A.250Inl beaker, a humeri
support tand, a .Celsius thernximeter, 'and water, and asked. to. .

record the temperature of- a specified amount of water every''Inin'ute..
while heating .it for three minutes, the student' manipulates the
thermometer, using the ahcepted 'procedure 'of (1) placlfig the
thermorreter into the water so 'that it. doed ndt touch the'bottojn
the' lleaker, .(2) waiting .for. the! fluid in ,the theArameter to .

adjU0t, (3).putting his eye level With the top Of'the fluid When
. taking a readlng, and (4) reading the temperaturèrwith the'bulb

thethermometer submergedloy LIg-irfauglakthese operations '
jzgaililiag the temperatures to 'within 1°C of the -values readty an-

-observer. '

.

014-Core-19 Given a description of a situation in which an enpirical ratio for
the atoms of two elerrents givèn and asked.,if he agrees either
that .(1) the combining ratio for.,these two elements' retains
conStant,-whenever these elementS 'react or that (2) ,the ratio
varies with thel.initial. 'quantities used iY.k each trial .and to. expiain his choice., the tudent appliea the nile ,that atoms corn-
bine in definite 'nuirbers .(ratios) y liAlsarjalit that he aigees
with the rule that atoms corrbine in 'definite nurrbers ratios) ahd
by &tall& the essence of the rule.

014-Core-20

)4

Given access to a double-pan balance, a marnmass set, 'sheets. of
paper, a wood splint, and a uanularixaterial and asked',to rreasUrte
out X ,grams of the nnterial,, the stuaentmanipulates the materials

. accordihg to the procedure in which he (1) plaCet approximately .

equal anDunts of paper o,n both balance pans, (2) .zeroes the t4
halance, (3) places thel-gram mass. on, the paper in one pan,.
(14) deposits the solidia little at a.time.on the paper in the .;

other pan until the Reinter is at the zero Position, and (5) 're-
moves the papers and gram masses by mzirauarga each step, as
indicated, to the satisfaction of the observer..

r

'014-Core-21 Given access to -5 stirring rods, 5 test tubes, and a series of
solutIons and the 'directions to mix five corrbinations of them in
differe
a dhemi
reactio
when t

.reacti
color ch

t teat tuloes and asked to .state for each mixture whether

al reactiOn has taken place and to give evidence of
1411(N1 it ocdurs, the student 94004es the concept that
solutions.a4e mixed, there is evidence that a chemical
has taken place if (1) the teinperature changes, (2) the

(3Y io released,, or (4) 'a. precipitate is



?formed by jjzilearkijA that a reaction has Recurred when one of k

tIpse= i8 'observed and by 2141LE the observed eVidenee.
. '

Cs

Given descriptions_ of four Sttuations, inclüding any 'changes
whtch take place When twO. sciititions at 'the sane temperatum are
mixed, and asked in each.-case eo tell wheth9r a reaction has
occurred and to ate evidence of reaction where it occurs ,.'; the.
student applies 'the rUle that when ,two or yore subStances are
mixed, there 1,p evidence that a chemical reaction has occurred if
qt least one of the folladng occurs: (1) the tenperature

dishanges 2) the color chanvs, (3) a gas is formed, or *(4) a
- 15recipitate is formed by aialla whether or not a reaction has.

_Occurred and by citiniK any of those characteristic Ohanges as
evidence oil the reaction. I

(14-Core-22.-

o

r

Given a description of three trials, each Anvolving the addition
of a fixed amount of reactant A to three safrples of reactant OC
whose masses are sufficient to .produce leftover C atoms and, the
masses-bf the product AC and, asked why the amounts. of product Aq
ere the Sane inreach trial, the student'appli.es the-concept that
Substances cothine chemically int'definite numbers (ratips), by
m12011434 to :the effect that the amountS of the .product Aare
the. came in 'each triad because the amounts oT reactant A.. used
are:the same in each trial a4d.reatants always combine in
definite numbers

014-Core-23

17 ,

,

Given the nam and.the pymbpl of a variableand asked what he ;01-1-oore,24
,.0

Would meatsure if he'were,asked'to measute variable, the Student
-Iassifies, the measurtithent, Of A Variable as the measurerrent .of a .

chanke in;the .variable .by

. :, t-
..

.,,::,.. .
GiVen ,the Statenent tbat tw6 sollitions; A and C,.. reacted tio pro-

.. duce a' temperature change and,;asked to .describe4;a. nethod- to- tell
if-all the C particles were 'u'ged up -ip. :rhe rOaction, 'the studept
applies the p13ocedure of adding more of the. other .t...a.gent or
reagents to .I'eterrnine whether the partiQ.ks of'-4: reagent axe used.
up in a cher-ideal re'action Which gives off heat by a.gizaa' tO . .

the effect that he would.add axe -of,ttre,reagenst not being tested:
for (A) and if .6.ftrther terrperature increase results, he knows
the 2. particles Were not Used up. ..

04-Coire-,2
,

Given three samples containing two elements -and. the ratios of
different..atoms within two subsarnples frOm each of the three
samples, the ratio .of atoms of one element in a spbsample to those
of the.other being different for'two.of thot three samples and
identical.in the 'third sample, and askid which of. ,the three. sang:Awl
represents'!.a "single obrrpouqd al how .7e. knows, the- si'ldent' a2plies,

0,

0 4,core-26



4

,

. -
.

the concept that When elen*ntS' conbine to
con-eine:in definite, Aurrbers (ratios) by
whose subsamples :have identical nturbers
essence of the concept.

lk"--

form a.compouhd, they
'only the.sampId'-',

ratios and aciaila the

014-Core-27.
4.

given a balanced equation written in synbols and.words and asked"
how rrany atoms of each of :two specified elements are present.
either In the..reactants or in th products`; the student applies
the rule that the nunber of.atoms of an. elenent (X) in .a Specified ..
nurrber . uniS. of a forMula .(.4X2Y) is th,e product of thé
efficient*. (4) of trle formula' and the NsUbScriPt after the .element
( by reg1411441iL With :the 'Indicated prOduct.

014-Cáre-28
. .

Giyen a list of Visual observations made,before and after-a
reaction involving two solutions and* the partidles in the 'reac-,
tants and asked what occurred during the reaction tO Cause these
changes, the student applies the "concept that in a ci=lemical
reaction the particles of the reactants are recónbinetto foxm
different substances (the products) by Ugiaraza with that .

notion.

04-Core-29 Given an equation for a reaction in which the Piioduáts 0Onta1n
elements not present in the origin a.1. reactants.and asked if the.4

reaction is possible and to: explain his 4answer, "the st6dent ".

applieS,'.the rule that' imordinary chemical reactions, elements
in the reactants and.producth are the same by zajaalz.to .the-

:effect that .the reactiOn cbuldot occur because.-.there, 9 ele-
Rents in the, productA -that are. 4fferent from those :In the
reactant . 1

04-.Uc 7-1-1 GiVen a graph of the arrbiAnt of a product plotted -aglinst ',the
amount of a reactant 'and n,Sked whic .if eithet.; of twö'extrap-
olated values \ one just beyond and a second cons iderab4.,beyond
the range rof the 'data, plotted, ts leSs r?e11able and why , the'.
student applies the concept :that extrapolaed Va4les which are
Considerably beyond the ranges of plotted (Iota axe .o.f more ,

.questionable reliakility than 'values nearer the .given data range
becaUse the relationship betWeen the., variables may change mkt' :-

the wide range by liaaggsUjz the extraPOlated value farther from
the plotted data to be weaker and-st4tijnz the notion of -the.
concept s 4.. .

7

04-Exc 7-1-2 given 'a grid with labeled- and scaled axes :dnd 'six coordinate .

pairs in-the form of a data table and ed to plot the data and
draw the best-fit lines, the student a lies the process of
plotting the points on a grid and dr ing t le best-fit lines by\

.

30

.

,

;



;

or

\

plottingthe points and laigaz the lines such that,the
Shows the intersection of two stralght lineS.

. .

. .,

:GiVen six graphs and asked,t0.select those graphs which- shpw that ;04-:-Exc 7-,1-3

when.one-variable increapes., thp Oher variable alsO lndreases, . ....

:the student clasifies graphs Whose.linesrie:fram left.toright ...I

graphs showing,the'relationShip betWeen two variables

',vary with one another,by arra4g1,1jag theg6aphs whcee lines.rise
TroM left to right., ..

1

\ T.

Given six straight-line tgaphs and,asked tg Selectall the graphs
Which.shbw one variable remaining constant while the other in"-

. creases, the4student'classifles:graphs with a straight line
parallel to ane of the axes as those in whidh one variable
remains constant while the dther increases by selectingthose

graphs. -

04 -Exc 7-1-4.

I

Given a graph of the amopnt of product versus the amount of
reactant and asked to extrapolate and interpolate values of one ,

of the variables when given values of the other, the student ;

'applies the procedure forhextrapolattng and Interpolating from a
graph-by rpnorting the coordinate values asked for to +05 of .a
scale interval of the graph.

014-Ex 7-1-5 .

Given five beakers containing equal volumes of water and varying
amounts Of solute and asked to order the solutions according to
their concentratidps; starting with the least concentrated, and
to.indicate which of twci specified solutions has the grpater.
concentration, the student classifies the, solutions accOding to
their.concentratton (the amount of solute per unit of solvent) by,

gzigLijaii, them aC6Ording to increasing concentration and lacualtiduz
that the solutlon containing the higher number ot grams of solute

i8.the More concentrated. .

4

04-Exc.7-2-1

Given a volUMe.of solution' and the nuMber of grams Of solute in
the solution and askedto state the c8ncentration in g/mL.the
student applies the rule that to find concentrations) divide the,
weight of the solute by the volume of the solution and report the
answer in g/ml by glatulle the concentration correctly.

04-Exc 7-2-2

Given the total voltam- of a solution and the number of grams of
solute in thatototal volufte and asked to state the number of grams
of,solute present in a stated sample of the total solution, the
student applies the formula that grams of a solute in X volurre of
a solution equals X volume of the solution divided by the total

A

04 -Exc 7-2-3

fk

s



volume of the solution tines grams of the solute in the total ,

solution by Egiaztam the number of grams of solute determined b'y
substituting the values of the problem in that equation.,

r'

04-EXc.8-1-1 Given a 250 ma beaker, a Celsius thermometer, z;ild water and asked
to record the temperature of the water, the student lnanipulates
the thermometer using the accepted procedure of (1) plating the
thermaneter into the water but not touChing the bottom of the
beaker, (2) waiting for the fluid in the thermometer to adjust,
(3) aligning-his:eye with.the fluid level in the thermometer when"
taking a reading, and (4) reading the temperature With the. Lulb
,of the thermometer submerged by oerftrm.n those (*orations and'.

lii44111L.the tempepature to.within +1°C of the value readty the
teacher. or observer. .

,

a4-Exc 8-2-1 Given the'inforMation.that solutions of twochemicals are'mixed,
an equation shaaing all of,the observed reactants' and:the solid-

. -product:formed,. and ifOrmatiOn that someone has predioted-another
product and asked:tdstäte where thattproduct dan.be and.how it'
Can:be recovered, the student'al*lies the condept that unseen
products are often-dissolVed in a sOlutionand are:recoverable -.

by eVaporating the solvently bamlagthe.solution'aS cbntaining
the other product and evaporation,ofthe solvent as the way to

'

' get.the product.

i
04-Exc"8-3-1 Given that a specified group of atoms acts as a-team; a reactibn!,.

involving the team, and a list of formulas involving Oita or all
of the team and aAked to select the-formUla which would'be
product of the.reactiom, the,student.classifies the Tormula which
contains' the atom teaM,intact av'the.only possible product of the
reaction,by aglearalz tkle formula containing the entire atom team.

A



:.

Given a diagram of Activity 9-9 and asked why the activity utast be
dohe using distilled water first instead of Putting a copper sul-.
fate (Cu304) solution directly into the beaker, the Student
applies the concept that a control is used to determine if it is
the variable being investigated, rather than sone other variabl,
that is most related to the resuats obserVed by gailaciallgtO tbe
effect that it is necessary to use the distilled water first.and
then the CuS0h solution-to.show that'it-is theicuSO4, nOt the
water'in the dolution, that conducts the electillcity.

05 -Core -1

Given a: diaguin.of .ActiVity 9-3, .a reminder of.the conditiOns of
that activity, and a list of four'terms. and asked,to select.the
term that aPplies to.materials .m-procedures.used in theiway that 1

the'distilled water was used in Activity .9-3, the student
,:,classifies. as a control the sample which is treated in the same

w4.0 the experimental sample exrpt'forithe variable being.
tdIsted by allesirajz the term pontrol.

05 -COre4

Oiven a diagramd7description.of,a situation'in which the
chavges on the electrodes.in an ionic-solution are ,reversed and .

asked what'effeat.thi8 will have'on the ion flow, the student --

lIes'the concept.that ions of'a given charge moye toward a rdd
an electrode) 'which is oppositely charged,by rugzuctilla that

.reversing the charges on the electrodes in an ionic solution
revprses the direction that the ions flow. -

Given a labeled diagram of two carbon rods in a solution and asked
ifa. certain type of ion will irrove towards one of the rods and to
explain his Answer, the sude t appltes the concept that ions in
a solution move tOwards an el ctrode if, and only if, it it
charged as -part of an electri al cir4uit by I=Laag, negatively
and that there would be nO rtIion because'the electrodes were
undhanged (or unconnected)...

05 -Core -4

Gtven that two objects attrac each other only after they.are A
rubbed together and three'posaible explanations for this and Oked.
'to select the explanation 'for theobjects' attracting eadh other
only after being rubbed together, the student applies the princi-
ple:that some objects can be Kiven opposite charges by imbbing,
_them_together_by gelg=lathe statement:Whlcb agrees with_the.
principle.

-P

05 -Core-5

Given an illustration and a description tief a situation in which
electricity is flowing. through a,solution as indicated by an
electric mot.or operating In the testing circuit, arid asked to

3ti

05 -Core -6



state what And of particles-are present in the solution and to .

explain his answer, the_student. applies the cOncept that electric-
ity will flow through a solution only if icns, are present'in the
..si5lution by LosQugazz that ions are present in the solution aod
with the notion,of the'concept.

.05.-:Coreq 'When asked to state the names of the tWO types of electrical
Charge, the.student recalls positive and negative as the two typeS
Of electrical charge by statpliz the ternh'positive and negativt.

1!

05 -Core -8
.
When asked to state the Yule wP4ich describes hcw two dajects,

' either of like charge of opposite. charge, Will react if they
are brougpt together, e student recalls the,rule that-ol!Tosiely
charged objects attract and.objects with like-charges. repel each .

other bY reflualalaz.to,thatt.effegt.' .

05 -Colt -9-
,

Given an illuStrated statement that tworbharged'cbjeCts are- -

rebelling-each other and the charge.pn one of thet,objects'and
asked to name the charge'on the other object and On what rule he.
basei his response, the student-applies the principle that objeCtS
with like charges repel by naaLgthe chargé on the,objectzin'
question and ZaLlg-the notion of the rule,*

05:-Core-10 -Given an.illustrition'of two_charged_objects.Lattrattlng. eath
other and the charge'on one of them and asked'to name the charge
on the other, the student applies the rule thattwo oppositely
charged objects attract each other by.,424121L the charge opposite
the knoWn charge. as the charge on the remaining object.

05 -Core-11 Given a descript?ion of a situation in which charges are produced
on tWo objects and asked hcw to determine whether the charges
produced on,the objects are the same or different., the student
applies the rule that like charges repel each other and unlike
charges attract each otherly =giagacliag that the.two objects
should be put near one another-to see if they attract.or rebel .

or that the two objects should be brouelt near a single charged
object to see if-they react the .sane or differently. 1

0 -Core-12 Given0a description of .a situation-in which.electrodes are placed
in a solUtion'cOntaining ions of a given Charge and asked if those
ions will move towards or away from an electrode, of the opposite
charge and to state why, the student applies the concept that %-

opposite charges attract by aliallz that the ions Will move toward
the.oppositely charged rOd and the notion of-the rule.



Given thme solutions and toldtq get any materials he,needs to
detePtine which,-if any, of the three solutions contains the .

sulfate ion (SOO, the student applies the rule that the presence
of the.Arion ls zhown by a cloudy white Nolid formed whdh
barium chloride (aaC19) is added to'a solution in Which the SO4
ion is present by .§aagE:BaC4 solution to the;solutions and
Lejacrana that the SO4 ion islpresent in those solutionS in which
a White solid forms.

05-Core-1'3.

When sked why operational definitions are important, the student
applis the concept that an operational definition states the way
in which we can determine the presence or absence of,a.sUbstance .

by rojanalz to that.effect.

05 -Core -14

Sti :14

Giverirthe formula for 4pd1ti-atomed ion and asked if the ion
contains just one.element and either to identify-the one element
or to tell how many e present in the ion, the studeni
applith.the conventi that each t symbol in aTorMula

.

indicates a differe element 6y r negatively-and
atAllae

K
the number .ciLejom ts 'indicated by the f la.

4-.

05-Core-15

Given two ComOunds'and asked to identify the force that h6lds
them together'a ording to the model for matter being developed,

--Hin-tflei se,-the student applies the-concept that m4tWr
is held together by electrical force by _altalpa the cOncept.

05 -Core -16 ,

4

Given a list of three different positive ions and three different
negative ionsand asked to predict three pairs of dons,which would
combine to form compounds, the student Applies the concept that
opposite charges,attract arid ,like charges repel by predicting
coMbinationeof only positive and.negative ions.

05=Core-17

Given illustrations of pairs of ions charged as.follows: + +,

- + -, and - +,and asked to select those pairs that will
attractréach other and why he selected them, the.student app:lies
the concept that unlike charges attract by i1.11z only those

pairs with unlike charges and. '1,UpiL the concept.

05,Core-.18

Given that there are two particles in a specified compound.and
told the kind of charge on one of them andoasked what the kind of
charge i on the other and to state the basis for his prediction,
the student applies the concept that oppositely charged particles
of matter' attract each other by naming, the charge opposite to the
.charge givenand stat,ing the rule.

05 -Core -19



9

05-Core-20 GiVen four:possible reasons for labelinematerials and recording
observations and asked why the text continually states that he

. should label his materials and record his observations, he
student classifies labeling materials and recording observations

, as helpful investigatory procedures by sdeitang, the entry to that
effect..

05-Core-21. Given two quotations about.the atcoic model.frOM.two science
itextbOoks, one dogmatiCand the othertentatiVel'and ftve state,'
mentS about the quotations and asked.to select the.statement that
Ancludes both which quotation a scientist would prefer and whyl..
the student applies the concept that scientists consider their
Models and the explanations based on them.t6 be tentative by
selecting the statement about theAuotation which is written, in
tentative terms and Which includes the notion of,the.concept.

05-Coi'e-22

-

Given four possible criteria fdr the acceptance of a statement by
scientists and asked to select the criterion for_acceptance of a --

'statement used by scientists, thestudent applies the concept that

;
scientiSts accept statements when they are ba*ed on experimental :
evidence by selectlng the phrase which illUstrates tbe concept.

0 -Core-23

05-Exc 9-1-1

kr

05-Exo 10-1,1

Given four statements about ions and asked to select the,Statement
best.describes why ions-are presented in ChapteP-101 the .

student applies the concepts that ions are part of a model and are
useful ih explaining certate observationsl.rather than that-ions
are known to exist in mattex3'by olgglitui the entry stating.the
usefulness of the model in explaining certain phenomena.

Given a metaphorical story about ridingthe "Ion Express" and
asked to name what the rider (a particle) would have to be charged:,
to ride toward'a town (a rod) with a specified charge, the stddent
applies the-concept that oppositely charged objects attract each'
other by maolgIng, with the.charge opposite that or the specified
charge on the rod.
'91

Given diagrams of two sets of crystals resulting from the
evaporation of samples of the same solution, each set of crystals-
having the same shape gnd color but differing greatly inisizel
and asked which sample evaporated faster and to explain his
answerthe student applies'the concept that the rate of evapora-
tion is inversely related to'crystal size ty nalaksithil sample
with the smaller crystalsand Offiting;that Papidievaporation
produces smaller crystals.than slower evaporatiot.



,c
Given an open textbook and the:data for Table 1 on page 47.2.of his.
text and a'statpment.that the datwas collected working with the -

equipment ShOwn on page 473 but'U4ing a diffent metal-and
solution and asked to give and diagraw an explanation of-the"cl-
gixen datalthe student applies the concept,that particles mo
from one electrode to another as electricity flows, through the .

conducting sol4tion by and diagraminw the essence of the

following two statementP1941f some of the atoms (or ions).of

, Tretalin.the.positive strV separated and disappeared into the
solution,and (2) these_ions (and.perhaiDa some of the iona already

in the solution) moved to the negative stripand'collectedthere,
forming whiskers.

05.-gxc 10-2-1.

Iv)

3 7,

8
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Reminded that used solutions are put into waste ja:rs and not back
into theireagent jars,.even when no other chemicals have been .

added to them, ana,asked to explain why, the student applies the
rule that reagents are.never put back into reagent bottles because
they might be contaminated or be put into the wrong bottle and
.contaminate it by §atilz that notion.

06 -Core -1

I.

Given that. the particles Of an element in a:solution are not
attracted to either electrode and options involving-the terms '..

ions and atoms and asked to identify the kind of particlesan-the
'solution, the Student classifies the particles of an element in
a solution whichJare not atttacted to either electrode As atoms.".

by secttng the term atoms.

06-Core-2

GiVen the. charge.on'an elect&de and that a.specified ion is
moving toward it and asked the charge.on the ion, the student
applies the concept, that'alfIon moves toward an electrode whose

charge is opposite.to that pf the Chargé on'-the ion by =1,1454
the charge:on the

0

06 -Core -3

Given a description of a situation in which two neutral objects
are charged by being rubbedtogether and 'asked-to explain how
the rubbing produces\the.charges, the student applies theconcept
that,neutral objects can either gain or lose charges (negative)'
when rubbed, thus leaving the objects charged"by. rajawiliz with
the'notion of the concept.

06-C6re-4
ly

Given a description of a situation in which rubbing objects A and
B together produces a c le on both of the objects and asked to ,

predict whether'the objec will attract or repel each other and
to explain, the,student a.. ies the rules that if charges are
produced on objects which . rubbed together, they are oppositely *

charged and,that like charge repel and unlike chdrges attract
each other by EggagaillE that bbing the two-objects together
produces opposite charges on th -which causes them to attract 4

: each other.

06 -Core -5

Given iNfo cases, one.in which materia X has a positive charge and
one in which material Y has a negative chargel'andln each case
four statements.purporting to describe t i e charged material and

: asked in each case to select the statemen that best describes
the charged object, the student classifies positiVely. or

negatively charged object as having dri-exces of positive or
! "negative charge respectively by zelegaULE the .-scription that

agrees w4th that notion in eachicase.

o6 core-6

.

41.



r .
06-Core-7 Urn. a.description of a'situation.# which two neutral ObjectS 7

ards.giVen opposite_pharges by rubbing'them together and asked to, -

explain.how opposite Charges are produced, the Student aPplies.:
the concepts that neutral objects have equal nutbers of positive .

and negative charges and that when they are-rubbed,together:,.
they become oppositely charged'be6ause-negative charges arie.

removedam'th& aUrfAce-oflone, leaving that-object positive,
and adhere to the surface df the Other, making it ne tive, by
maggaclIng with the notionsof those concepts.

I

. ."

06-Core-8 Given four phrases -stating relative amounts of posttive and
negative charges and asked which phrase descr,ibes the relationship--
between the numbers of positive and negative.charges neutral
objects, the student classifies objects having equal ni bers of
positive and negative charges as neutral objects by' t. the.

statement-to that effect.

a."

06 -Cpre-9 Given a description of a situation in which object X is attracted ,

to tWo oppositely charged .objeots and asked what the charge on.
object X is, the studentapplies the concept that a neutral object ,

is attracted.to.objects with either a positive or.a negativep
charge by ak.1-1LE that the charge On object X is neutral.

/ .. . . .

06,-.Core-10 ,Given that a neutral:object and a charged.object are brought idto
contact With each other and that they'firt-attract, then repel,

/ and continue to repel each.:other and asked..,to-expla'in these:,

observations,'the student generates an explanation for'the actions:.
: of the charged and neutral,objects brought into. contact with each

other,by Legp.,2=4 to..the effect that the neutral ibject has
equal.numbers or pOsitive and negative-charges and that at Arst
the charged object attracts the opposite charges on the neutral;
.object; thus7,'one side of each'object is attraOteoFtp the other
objedt, and when they cbme together,the excess charge' of the
charged object is sPlt With the neutral object- and the' .neutral'
object becomes similarly charged, after Which-they ha/e,like
charges and'repel each other.' .

34.

When asked to give an operational definition for i!teutrally charged
particle of powder; the student -enerates the operational

. definition that a neutrally charged:part cle of powder is'a
particle which is attracted botth to positively and to negatively
charged.objects by aatlx the notion of the definition.

06-Core-12 Given a list 'of flve properties of:substances and asked to select
those he will need to know if he is to determine whether a
specifiedsubstance is op.de up of ions, of one kind of atom, or ,



a

of one ,ki'nd of molecule, the student claSsifies the propepty of

conduqtivity of a solution of the'6ubstance arid thp,property of
decomposability of the substance as the two proper:ties.by which he,
can,identifY. the kind orparticles in the substance by Illacalla

those,pc properties.

Given four entries'L-.smaller molecules, atom8, eleMents, and"
other'compounds.--and the option "ail of these" and 1h:description
of a.situation in which large molecules.are' broken down and'asked
.to. select possible products of thelpreakdown of a large molecule,
the student classifies smaller mblecules, atoms, elements, and -

other compounds as posSible:breakdown products of a large molecule
Iejallizthe option "All of these."

,)

06 -Core -13

Giv a description of a situation in which.the dry powder of a '.06-Core-14

subst ce is-attracted,to each of two oppositely charged ob4ects
and ask d if he agrees,or disagrees with .the conclusion that the.

substan i8 therefore made up of molecules and to explain,his-
answer, the student applies, the concept that the attraction of the_

paAicles of a substance to charged objects.is irrelevant to its
being ionic°or molecular by 4m22111LAL. that he'disagpees with the

- conclusion and with.the notion ofthe,conceW.

GiVeh-an eXample of a molecular substance and asked what force
holds the neutral atoms in the neutral molecule together and how
this force-exists in'a'neutral molecule, the student applies the

.
cpncepts that all matter,cohtains positive and negative Charges

and that it ls the':attraction of these different charges which' "-
-'holds neutPal.atomq-in a molecule together by reapsaQIE with the':--
tert electricat.f'ipive and with the essence of those concepts.

06-60re-15'

Given the name of, a substance and told that it is made up of atbms

,of more than one kind combined in definite numbers (ratios) and
asked what kind of mattei, it is, the ptudent classifies a
4bubstance'which is composed of atoms'of more than one kind
combined in definite numbers (ratios) as.a. compound by.0a2214,14i

with the term compound.

06-Core-16

Given a descriptioh of a situation in which an atom has gained or . 067Core-17

lost a negative charge, thereby becoming a Charged particle, and
asked to name the charged particle, the stuclent clapsifies an
atom which has gained or ,lost a .negative charge, thereGY. beComing.

a,charged particle, as an ion by maggailiz,with the term ion,

Given Me.statement§ about the possible makeup of a substance. and 06-Core-18

Zold that-the substance is molecular an4 asked to-select those

'1

A,
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statement which are true about the substance, the student
classifie as the properties of a molecular substance that (1) it

contains yosi4ive and negative charges,' (2) lts solution will not
cenduct lectricity, (3) it doesn't bontain ions, (4) it would

` be attracted to eitper a positivelior a negatively electrostati-
cally charged strip, and (5) it is a neutral particle by
mr,4,Q,Ung all statements which agree with those.

06-Core-19 %Given.four statements, including bhe statement that matter con-.
, tains movable negative charges, and asked.to select the statement

. Which is part of the'atomie model., the student classifies the
statement that matter contains movable negative-charges as the
only statement in the list that fits the atomic model.by gelesktaDE
only the statement tothat,effect.

4.

06-Core-20 I Given a statement td the effect that he is developing a model of
his.owri whiqh.is moving toward the same model for matter already
developed and.completed by scientists and asked if. he arees or
disagrees-wittlithis statement and why, the student -applies the
'goncept that Cie models of .science are under continuous develop-
ment and. refinement and are never complete.by.revonding tO that
effect.

Q6-Core-2,1 Given five,possible interpretations of acceptance of a model by
scientiSts and.asked to select tbe best interpretation, the
student applies the concept that acceptance of a model implies
only that lt exOlains-observations made to date by selecting the
entry involJing the explanation of observations.

067Core-22.'

,4

Given a constrUct central to-d scientific model and four state-
ments about models and their constructs and asked to select the
.criterion by which models are judged, the student aPplies the
'cOncept that models and their constructs are accepted as useful
ways of thinking about phenomena by bLe.). the response to that

I effect.

06-Core,23 Given the four terms atoms: molecUles, neutral particles, and ions
and asked when one is c9nsidering electrical charges; which of

:thOse terms doesn't'berong in the same group with the'other three,
the student classifies Atoms, molecules, and neutral particles as
having no charge (equal numbers of positive and negative charges)
and ions as having a charge-by eqtxj the.term ion.

06 -Core -24

!

Given five entries from the following list of properties (4 atoms
and ibns: (1) [ions] dan be particles with an excess of negative
charges, *(2). [ions] in solution are attracted to a rod with a

4 I

4.
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charge, (3) [atoms] are present in h piece of a specified-element,

()i) [ions] are responsible for conduftlng current in a solution,
(5) [atoms] have' equal numbers:of p sitive and negaeive charges;

(6) [ions and atoms] contain positive and negative chtiges,
(7) [ions and atoms] can be colored, and (8) [ions] ca4 be parti-
cles with more positive charges than negative, and asked to
identify.which statements are true'of atoms,.which of ions, and

- which of both, the student classifies entries as the properties

of btoms, of ions, or of both.by 14=2= the given statements
correctly in four of the five cases.

Given that each of three substances is attracted both to positive--

1y and to negatively,charged strips, that a-i j. of them in solution

conduct electricity, and four statements, eeCch attributing either

ionic or_molecul:ar makeup to the substances and each Flaking a
statement about a ratio of positive and negative charges in the

substances,.and asked to select4the descriptive'statement
justified by the data, the student classifies the substances which

are attracted both to positively and nOgatively charged strips

and whose solutionseconduc.t electricity as being ionic and having

an equal number of 15osit1ve and negative charges by sek=LWE the

statement of those characteristics.

t.

,

%.

06-Core-25.

Reminded that for many years people considered water to be an
element and asked if lt is and fo explain his,answer, the student

classifiOs water as not being an element because it can be broken

.down into two different substances (atoms) by stratliz that it is

not'an'element and the notion of.the concept.

Given that a studerit found that a stream of drips waS attracted to

a charged strip and that he therefore concluded that the, drips

were neutrall.and asked if this is a good conclusion and to explain

his answer, the student applies the concept that objects with, a'

opposite charge, as well as netibral charge, would be attracted to .

a:charged strip by atAtApz.that the conclusion Is a poor one and

.the notion of the concept.

06-Exc 11-1-1

06-Exc 11-2-1

,GIven'five graphs of biiightness plOtted against grams of salt and

asked to rook at/Excursion 11-3 and to determine Which of the
graphs Is thegeneral shape of the graphof his- data in the

.
excursion, the student'classifies the graph showing a steep rise.

In brightneSS for small increases in grams of salt and then a

SUdden eflnge to/an alrigoSt horizontal line as the graph which

reppesOrits his,chta for the-excursion by such a graph.

06-Exc 11-3-1

..P
. 00.

0



06-Exc 12-1-1 Given the combining power of two different atoms, a specific
number of each of the two kinds Of atomp, and a series of diagrems
showing possible cOmbinations of these aZoms, the student applies
the concept that atoms combine according to their particular
combining powers by §electing the sketch which shows the atoms
combined in accordance with their.combining powers.

06-Exc 12-1-2 Given the structural formula of a molecule and asked'to draw arr
isomerpf that molecule, the student applies the concept thatan
isoder of a molecule contains the same number.and kind of (atoms/

.

arranged according to the combining power of each atom by drawing
a structural formula which shows a different arrangement of the
atoms (not simply changed by bending) and maintains the nupber and
kinds of atoms and the combining powers of the atoms in the gven
formula.

06-Exc 12-173 Gi!ven that each or.two students has a chemical substance, that
each student gives a chemical formula for his substance which is
the same as that given by.the other student, and test results for
each substance, showing that they have different physical proper-
ties, and asked if it, is possible that both students really have
Compounds.with the same formula and to-explain his answer, the .

student applies the concept that mo1ecules with the same number
and kind of atoms which differ only'in the arrangement of those
atoms will have different properties by respoqd1n affirmatively
and glaplaz in effect that some compounds isomers) haVe the
same formula, but different properties, because their atoms are
arranged differently.

A
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Given a sentence using the term reaction rate and asked/to define
reaction rate as used therein, the student recalls the definition
that reaction rate is the speed at which a reaction takes place by
respondirm to that effect. ,

07 -Core -1

Given the name of a common solution and a list of,five variables
relating to the solution and asked:which of,those Variables must
be known to state the concentration of the solution, the student
classifies thp mass of the dissolved substance ard the volume-of
ti-!to-*olutiori as the variables involved in determining the concen-

tration of a solution by aelectIng those variables.

Given a-sentence using the word concentration in a chemical
context and asked to define the term concentration as used in the
.sentence, the stident recalls the definition that the concentra-
"tion of a solution is the amotint of dissolved substance in a
definite amount of a sblutiion or liquid (solvent) by resp.grAipg

to that effect.

07 -Core -2

07-Core-3

Given a.:lis't bf five observations, includi three'which are
,

indicators.of reaCtion rate, and asked to select the observations
which are indi tors of reaction rate, the student classifies as

rij
indicators of he reaction rate (1) the amount of product formed

per time pe od, (2) the speed at which the reactants are used
up, (3) the teMperature change'per time unit, and (4) the time
required for the first noticeable changes by selecting at least .

two.of the three of the above which appear as options.

07 -Core -4

Given a diagram and a description of a situation in which two
ilual samples of the same solution are equally diluted and asked
to compare the final concentrations of the solutionsand to
explain his answer, the student applies the principle that if
equal samples of a"Solution are.equally'diluted, the'resulting
condlentrations of the resulting solutions are equal by T.LA.L112,.

'that the concentration8 are equal and the effect of the rule:

07-Core-5

Given a data table which describes equal volumes cea giyen solu-

tion.in five;different dilutions, including a zero-crillition, and ,

asked to order the solution6 from the most to the least Ipncen-
trated, the student clasqifies the solutions according to their
concentrations from the most to the least concentrated by orggrjal
them in increasing order of the amount of solvent added.

'. 4

.

Given graphs of the volume of gas produced versu4 time for two
reactions involving the addition of 'unknown amounts of reactant A

07 -Core -6

07 -Core-7



to equal amounts of reactant B anaasked in which situation .the
greater amount of reactant A is lised and to explain'his answer,
the student applies the rule that -as long as enough of both
reactants are available, the rate of product formation is pro.
pdrtional to the amounts of the reactants used by selecting the
graph Which indicates.the greater volume Of gas produced and
,statinicthe essence of the rule.

07-core,8- Given desbriptions of two trials of the same.reaction, each trial

asked if the reaction rates Of both trials would be the,same ahd
to state the variable that accounts for his answer, the student
applies the conCept that a change in the concentration of.thp
reactants causes a,change in the reaction rate by agiLlagthat
the reaction rates of the trials would be different and that the
variable is concentration.

07-Core-9 Given a description of two.,trials,of the same reaction, using
different concentrations orone of.the reabtants, ind asked if
the reaction rates of both trials woWld be the same and to explain
his answer in terms of particle collisions, the student applies
the concept that a change in the Amount and the concentration of
a reactant causes a change in the reaction rate because these
change increase the number of contacts between particles of the
reactants by reskoallx negatively and §tatinF the essence of the
concept.

07-Core-10 Given diagrams of two beakers, each containing a different
e, coneentration of a dissolved reactant, and of a fix d amount of

a svond reactant-to be added to,each and told that the reaction
rates will be different.in each beaker and aSked to explain how
the particle model would explain this, the studentwapplies the
concept that if more particles of-a reactant are present in one
reaction than the other, the reacting particles in the-first
reaction will collide morefllequently-and react more often than
those in the second by zauiz the essende of the concept.

07-Core-11 Given the relative sOeeds of solid, liquid, and gaseous particles
and three reactions which have one constant reactant (A), and a
second reactant (B) which varies in.each reaction -- one a solid?
one a liquid, and one 6 gas -- and asked which of the redbtions -
would have the fastest reaction rate andlto explain his.answer in
terms of the particle model, the student generates the statement
.that the reaction in which B is gaseous is fastest because gaseous
torticies move faster than solid or liquid particles and therefore,
the most particle contact resUlts.by selecting the reaction in
which.B is a gas'and §41.12Lin effect the reasoning above.



Given the following variables -- number of particles', volume,'
kinetic energy, particle speed, particle size, and collision
rate ---And,asked if,these increase, decrease, or remain the same
when a substance is heated, the student classifies volume, kinetic
energy, speed, and collision rates as increasing and the others
as remaining the same by so latatang.

07 -Core-12

. Given two trials of a reaction,'both involving identical amounts

of the same reaaants but at different temperatures, and the trial

with the'hikhd. reaction rate haVing a faster reaction rate_and
asked how ftle particle.model explains this, the studen-apPlies'
the concept from the heat-as-energy model that at higher tempera-
tures matter particles move faster, collide more frequentlyl'and
therefore react more rapidly-by Ualaethe essence of that
concept.

07-Core

Given two reactions in which the amounts of the reactan s are the

same but the reaction rates are different and the temper ure of

. only one of the 'reactions is knoWn and asked what and how he can
tell about the temperature of the other reaction, the student
applies the concept that the rate of a reaction varies with its

tempePature by stipg :that the unknown temperature 1.6 higher than

the known temperature'if t8e4rate of the reaction whose tempera-

/ tl.e is unknown is faster or.the reverse if the related reaction '

Pate is slower than the reaction rate Olf known'temperature.

07-:Core-14

Given a graph oftheincrease in reaction rate versus temperature -

ahd a series of equal temperature intervals and asked in which of

the temperature intervals there is the eatest change in reaction'

rate, the student applies the process of reading And analyzing a

cUrved-line graph by Iualqa= the int al'of klighest tempera,

tures as producing the greatest change in\thg rate of:reaction.

07-Core-15

* ,

Given data for two trials of a chemical reaction, neither of which

involves a catalyst and all the reactants of which are in'the

liquid statp,but in which one trial haS a higher concentration
and lower temPerature than the other, and the information-that

they have the same reaction rates and asked'if the collision rates

are the same and how he would explain his arOwer in terms of the

particle model, the'student applies the concept 'that many-parti-

cles moving slowly can have as many collision as fewer particles

moving more rapidly by rezpalIng affirmatively and =1,111e:the
effect of the rale. 0

07 -Core -16

When asked to give the definition for catalyst, the student 07-Core-17

'recalls the definition that a catalyst is a substance which

4 1 * '



increases the rate of a'reaction, but does not cause the reaction
nor act as a reactant, by agala a definition to that effect.

07 -Core -18 Given three pairs of descriptions pf chemical reactions, each.
pair made up of a reaction with,and a reaction witholit an addi-,'
tive, and asked for,each pair if the additive is a catalyst, the .

student claSsifies as a.catalyst.any additive which causes an' .

increase in the speed of the reaction but does-not react itself or
cause the reaction by so Izalc.

07 -Core -19 Given a reaction and a means by which its reaction rate cbuld be
determined and asked.to design a procedure to determine if a
'given Substance is a catalyst for the reaction and to state those
variables which must be held constant and those Which would be
varied, the student applies the concepts that only one variable
should be varied. (using or withholding the substance being used as
a catalyst), that all other variables (temperature, concentration
or amounts of-reactants used, and, the method of measuring reaction
rates) should be held constant, and that.a catalyst does not react
or cause the reaction by =Um a design which includes those
concepts.

07 -Core:-20 Given the name of a substance postulated as a catalyst for a
reaction and that increasing and proportionately larger amounts of
the substance are added to different trials of the reaction and
asked if trials_using even greater amounts of the substance need
to be.made to determine if the substance could indeed be a cata-
lyst for the reaction, the student applies the concept that only
small amounts of a catalyst are needed to cause an tncrease in
the rate of a reaction by repQnin negatively and that if the
substance were a- catalyst, Amall amounts of it would have affected

- the reaction rate. .

07-eore-21 Given a reaction and several substances claiMed to be catalysts
for the reaction and asked how many of,these claims could be
correct and why; the student applies the concept that there is
often more than one catalVt for a reaction by Lu12,Q=L that all
of them could be catalystS`andthe essence of the concept.

07-Core-22 GiverrAhe information that a reaction rate is often affected by
temperature, concentration, and a catalyst, a statement of a
reactior and an indicator for the occurrence of the reaction'and.

, asked to tate a method by which he COuld determine that changes
in the co centration of a reactant alter the reaction rate and to
state whi h things should"be held constant and which should vary,
the stude t applies the procedures to show whether concentration
affects le rate of a reaCtion and.of measuring reaction rate in

)r
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terms of the rate of product formation by ptatIpe a procedure
which (1) varies the concentration of the single reactant beinF
studied, (2) keepb the concentrations of other reactants constant,
(3) keeps the temperatures of the reactants constant, (4) does not
alter the use or nonuse of a catalyst, and cords the inter-
val between the time pae chemicals are mixed,an the time the
indicator begins to work. .

Given that a substance is a-catalyst for a reaction and th on-
clusion that it therefore must be a catalyst for a diffe t \

. .reaction 'and asked if he agrees and to explain his answ th6
.student applies the concept that a substancels. a cataalyst to 4.
specific reaction and not necessarily to others by rctoOndine

. negatively and with the effectiof the-rule. i

-07L.Core-23
4

Given a list of five alternatives, two qf which are'variables that\ 07-Core-24
can.aftect the reaction rate, and asked to select the variables \*

that affect the rdaction,rate of a chemical reaction, the student
classifies (1) the temperature of reactants, (2) the concentration \

of reactants, and (3) the presence of a catalYst as the variables
that affect the rate of a chemical reaction by seleqina whichever
two of the variables listed above appear as options.

.5?

Given the choices of high, medium, or lOw for concentrations and
temperatures and the choices of present or absent for a catalyst
and asked 'to identify the combination of temperature; concentra-
tion, and catalyst which.would result in the fastest reaction
rate, the student classifies the combination of high conPentra-
tion, high-temperature; and the presenpe of a catalyst as the
combination that results in the fastesp reaction rate by se1e9t1 9R
that combination. ,

07-Core--25

.

'Given a graph of reaction .j.me versussponcentration and asked in
which trial the number of collisions betwelen reacting particles'is
the greatest per second and to eAplain his answer, the student
applies 'the concept that the greater the concentration of
particles, the greater thenurpber-of collisions and the shorter'
the reaction timNof the substance by ;electinz the trial with
the shortest rea4tion time and by sta4ns the.effect of the con-:'
cept.

077Exc 13-1-1

'Given a eaction and four graphs and asked which of the graphs
correctly shows the relationship between condntration and
reaction time, the student identifies the graph showing. a concave
curved line which slopes'downward from left to right as a graph
of:reaction time versus, concentration loot sqlectiocthat graph.

07 -Exc 13-172

It
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07-Exc.13-271 Given two casesi one in, which a compact.form Of a substance will
not burn even at high temperatures and one in which the dust of ".

the substance ,burns'explosively at low temperatures, and asked-how
this can be explained, the student applies the cc:incepts that

increasing the'surface area of-a reactant speAs up.the rate of
'the reaction and" that in the dust form, the reactant ha's more
surface area than in the compact state by §IgI=the essence of
those concepts.:

47 - .
nr

' 07-Exe 14-1.-1 Reminded that reactions involving,air take Aace more slowly in
cold air than in warm air and asked how the particle. Riodel would

explain this, the student applies the concept that in cool
, materials, particles move more slowly and collide less often, and

therefbre the reaction rate is slowed down by stiglai such an
explanation.

07-Exc Given that vegetables are cooked slightly, but not completely,
before they are frozen in order to retard,spoilage and asked why
this is done, the studdnt applies the concept that heating
destroys the catalysts which hasten spoilage in living things byrvga=a to that effect.

07-Exc . Given tfla specific reaction takes place at a Much lower
. tempera6iie in his body.th4n outside of his body and asked to-

explain why, the student applies the concepts that he, dike.all
living things, contains catalysts and that catalysts allow rapid
reaction rates at lower temperatures than-otherwise possible by
r_qapsjaana with the.effect of'those concepts.

4
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Given a reaction from. Chapter 16 and asked what effect increasing 08-Co're-1

the concentration of one of the reactants-would have on the.
reaction, the stuclent applies the concept-that increasing the
concentration of a reactant'increases the rate of reaction by'so

LQ2.2agolE

'A

Given a statement of the reaetion uf P4ivity 16-11 and that
would.be_giyen,ofwithout heating and asked why he

heats the mikture, the student'applies the'cOncept'that'heating

increases the speed of the reaction'by g2g2pnaLE to `that effect.
A

08-Core-2

Given two solutions, A and B1 and asked if the additioh of so1u-.
tion B to A changes the odgr of A; the student manipulates
solution A to smell it safely by gently Kazia, his hand back and
forth over it, rather than putting the bottle or beaker near his

nose and inhaling.

08-Core.:3

GiVen that four substances from Table 16-2 are all composed of N,

C, H,'and 0 and,yet are so different and asked to explain, the

student.applies the concept4that different substances can be, .

composed of the same elements put together'lh different orders or

combinations by saLng notion.

08-Core -4

.Given a list of five substances and a statement about their
ammonia, sulfate, and cepper cofttent in each case and asked to

select the cases in which hii be absolutely sure nitrogen is
present, the student clastf1es all the cases in which ammonia is

.present a those contai1z11ng nitrogen by W=,,Ina those and only

those.

08-Core-5 ,

Given that two sUbstances containing nitrogen each give negative
xesults in tests for ammonia (NHR) and title conclusion that there-

,:
fore these substances do not contain nitrogen.and asked if he

agrees with the conclusion and to explain his answer, the student
.ger&ates an explanation that because NesslerS's solution is a

- test for NH nitrop'en in any 6ther combination would,not beD

detected by'it by responoAing that he disagrees and with the effect

of'the aforementioned explanation.

08-Core-6

Given a substance and asked to carry out a stated,procedure-to
show whether.or not the substance covtains ammonia and to state
his conclusions, the student manipulate8 the materials to test a

substance for ammonia by adding NaOH and boiling chips to 'the sam-

ple, WALlaa it, japApa the gas through a mixture of Nesplers's

7)-
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solution and Na0Ms.and correctly Dtatinm that ammonia is present
.if the, Nesslers's solution changes to an orange-yellow color.

08-Core-8 Given two solutions, A and p, and asked if the addition of
solution 13 to solution A changes the odor.of A, the student

chooses tb use safety glasses to protect his eyes by puttinz on
a patr of safety gjasses.before beginning the procedure.

08-Core-9 Given a reNinder of the acceptance of the concept that combina-
tions of relatively few elements account for all known substances
and asked tb-d5cplain why scientists reinvestigate accepted idead,
using different sets of materials, the student applies the concept
that scientific concepts are tentative -- that is, supported by
evidence, but not proven to be true -- and they could be changed
if hot supported by further inVestigations by statinv the general
notion of the cOncept.

08-Core-10 'Given the name of a chemical indicator used in ISCS Level II to'
indicate the end
works and why it
explanation that
as the result of
after all of the
effect.

point of a. reaction and asked to tell how it
works when it does, the student generates the
a substance which is an indicator changes color
a chemical reaction with one of the reactants
other reactant is used up by resbondinz to that

08-Core-11 Given that a prediction has been made of what volume of a reactant
is needed to react with a named amount of a seCond reactant,based
on a trial of the reaction using other amou4s of the,secona
reactant,and asked on what basis such a prediction can be made,
the student applies the concept that when atoms of substances
reabt, they do so 'in definite numbers,(ratios) by respondiqr.to
that effect.

08-Core-12 Reminded of the procedure used in Activity 17-3 and asked to
explain why'doing the procedure twice-and finding an average is
better than just doingit once, the student applies the concept
that averaging repeated measuremeit s is a way of decreasing the
%gffect of individual experimental eiOrs byresocndina to that
effect.

08-Core-13 Given a reactiori and a graph of the amounts of the two reactants
that reacted in three trials of the reaction and asked to state
how mucp of one of the reactants would react with a stated amount,
beyond the plotted data, of the other reactant, the student,
applies the procedure of extending the curve of a graph and read-

%



ing the value.of the_unknown coordinate corresponding to the Value
of the 4nown coordinate by gating, a vglue which is within +0.5
gram of the- value read by. the teach r.

GJ:kren a reaction and a graph of tbe amounts of two of the reac-
tants that reacted in three'trials of the reaction and asked to
state'how much of one,of the reactants would react with a. specific
amount of the other, which reaction 16 beyond the plotted data,
and to select the reason why he can make such a prediction, the
student applies the procedure of extrapolating the graph value of
the unknown amount of one reactant corresponding to the:value of
the known amount-of another reactant and the copcept that when two
reactants combine, they do so in definite numbers by.statlna the
value of the unknown coordinate and se1ect1na an option to the

eeffect'of the concept. .

on.

4

08 -Core -14

mdr

Given directions.to (1) dissolve a given amount of a solid in 15
ml of water,,(2) add 2 drops of Congo red, (3) add acid in small
quantities until a permanent color chatte is observed, (4) find
the amount.of acid neutralized, and (5) repeat steps 1 through 4.

and average the two trials and asked to use the procedure to
-titrate a particular solution, theestudent manipulates the materi-
als and equipment according to the procedure-outlined by reporting
an' average result of the neutralization of within +2 ml of the
value obtained by the teacher.

08LCore-15

Given that thellass and the volume of a substance are increased by
the addition of more of the substance and asked what effect this

addition has on the density Of the substance and ythy, the student .

applies.the conAot that the density of'a substance is independent

of the amount.o Ahe subsfariceIpresent by responding that the
density is unalterbd and with the effect of the concept.

08-Exc 16-1,41

Given a.solutiOh of 'water and food coloring and asked to measure
out a aPecific 'volume,. to find its density, and to show.his work,

the4tudent a lies t e concept that the density of a material is
eqUal to its mass d1viUed by:its volume by measuring the volume

and mass of the sol ion and calculating its density and by.

matt= it to with 19125 g/M1. ,

08-!Exc 16-1-2

\ \
Given a list showing theKdenbity of four solids and the name of a,
liquid whose density is Sppcified and asked whether the solids
would float Or sink in thOjiquid, the student applies the con-
cepts that substances with Oensities graater than ,that of the
liquid will sink and that sbstances with densities less than that
of the liquid will float by ;electing the objects that will sink
and the objects that Will fltt.

08-Exc 16-1-3

4.



Given A reminder. of Activities 17-5 and 17-6 and aSked if the use
of a:specified amount ofwater other than 10 ma would affect the
amount of stdmach acid neutralized by the antacid and to explain
his,answer, the student applies the cOncept that it is the quanti-.
ty of a reagent present, and not its concentration, that deter-
mines the quantity of other reagents it reacts with by responanz
negatively, and that the quantity of reagent is unchanged. Lb

08-Exc 17-2-1 Given that as reagent A is added to resikent B, the reaction
proceeds vigorously and then stops, even when further amounts of
A are added, and. asked to explain, the Student applies the concept
that a given amount Or a reagent *will reactvith a definite
amount and no more of another reagent by so dratliz.

Given litmus paperandithree liquids -- an acid, a ban., and
neutral water and asked to indicate whether the aubstances are
acids, bases, or neither, the student manipulates the materials
and tests drops of the solutions on litmus paper to determine if
they,are acids, bases, or neither by labelin the' solution which
turns red litinus to blue as a base, the one which turns blue
litmus to red as an acidl.and ktone which produces no change as
neither.

Given the pH of five acid solutions and asked which of.the acids

contains the most'Ht idhs, the student applies the concept that pH
and H+ ion concentrations vary inversely and the stronger the acid
the greater the 11-1- ion concentration by' the solution
mith the lowest pH as having the highest' ion concentration and
'az being the strongest,acid.

1

Given pH paper, a pH color scale, two acids, two bases, and water
and asked which is the strongest acid and wisgich is the strongest

base, the student Manipulates the solutions, the pH paper, and the
pH scale to determine the strengths of acid and base solutions by
Placing drops of the solutions on the paper and comparing'the
resulting'color spots with the color scale for the paper and
inaol= the solution whose spot is nearest to the red as most
acid and the solution nearest to the blue as most.basic.
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Given a diagram of an object and a-metric ruler and asked tomeas- 09-Core-i

ure its length in centiMeters,.the student.manipulates-the tetric
xulerto measure the length of the object by reporting its length
to.within 1.1 cm,of the given answer.

Given two different metal:stripS, a solution, a hPaker; two test
leads, ana a voltmeter and.asked to assemble.them as-a, chemical
system which might produce electricity (a battery),and to find out
if his system does indeed produce electricityand hOw he knows.,
the student manipulates these materials to set up a chemical.
systema,s a battery'and to detertine if the system produces elec-
tricity by setting up the apparatus as shOwn in Activity 18-6and"
mawaulaz affirmatively and to the effect that-the movement of
the reedle of the voltmeter is evidence of the flow of electrio-

.

itY.

09 -Core -2

.Given a list of five forms of energy and asked to select the.fOrm..

in which.energy Is stored in a battery, the student recalls that.
electrical energy is stored in a battery as chemical energy by
sektalm the term chemical.

Given a diagram and a description of an observation of a chemical
reaction which occurs,in a systqm when the system is connectea

a battery charger and asked what kind of change occdrs and its

cause, the student classifies a change in the color and the for-

mation of-a solid frot.a solution onto electrodes (electroplating)

as a chemlcal Change and electrical energy as its cause by §,AQz
that:the change is a chemIcl change and electrical energy.is its

Given descriptions of the differences in appearance of two reac-
tants and,of the pr6ducts dr a.reaction and asked if new atoms .

areformed in the redction, ,toname them if they are, and if not,
to explain,how it happens that products so different from the
reactants are formed, the student applie the concept that in a

chènd,cal reaction tt,4e atoms of the reactants.are simply recombined'

.
to form the products by wp.,2ad=negativelyand with the essence
of the rule.

. 09-Core-3

09-Core-4

09-Core-5 .i

4
. t

.

Given a diagram of a chemical system and asked to list observable
things which would indicate that a change in the-chemical energy .

of the system has occurred, the.student applies the Conctpt of the
'operational defiLtion of a chemicalreaction and the rule that

the chemical energy of a chetical system can be change&only if

the,system underggps a ohemical reaction by. 11aLWIL at least three

09-Core-6,



of the floWing:
.

(1) a new solid is produced, (2) a gas is
produced, (3) the temperature changes, (4) the cOlor changes,. and

. (5) a .flow-of electricity*is produced.

09-Core77 Giwen a diagram and a ,41eScription.of'a chemical systeewhich is
producing electricity And aaked'what ia hafflening to the chemical
energy Of-the systeM and if any energy'was lciSt or.gained and to
explain his-response, the student appaies the concepts that energy
caebe neither created nor.destroyed, but can be'conVerted from
one form into-another;by reaoçñdin, ;that the chemical energy.of
the system decreased or that' t is conveted into electrical
energy, and the essence of the conceptsi

09 -Core-8
4

Given observ tions of reactions that occur in a chemical.system
which is bei charged and asked to describe the changes which
occur in system as it' is' disCAarged-, the student app'lies the-

concept that the discharging reactions in a rechargeable battery'
are the reverse of the charging reactions by describim Changes
which are.the reverse of those which:take place during charging.

0

.

09-Core-9 Given that a battery-is rechargeable and asked to name the process
' which describes the changes involving the particles inside a

battery when it is being.charged.or discharged, the,student
: applies.the concept that a chemical reaction occurs both when a

battery i& being charged and when it dischargess'by uzjamiliz tO
; tEat effect.

09,-Core-40

4
4

Given a desCription of two chemical systems Set up as batteries,
.one ofvhich undergoes changes which indicate a chemical reaction
and onelof which does notl'ana,asked which system is more lilvely
to have produced electricity AU to explain hiS6answer, the stu-
dent applies the concept that if electricity is produced by a
chemical'Sys'tem (a battery), a chemical reaction occurs and if no_
reaction'occurs,,then.no electricity'is produced, by QIgIllgthat
the system .in which the changes occur would be'mcre likely to
hayp produced electricity and the essence-of-the concept,- f

4

I.

09-Core-11,

gcgS0

.
), i a descriptiositiatton in IXiiikh a battery is recharged

an ked the kind-of energy that is usedwto charge the battery,
that -is preeent'in the battery after charging; and that is
released-from the battery, the atudent classifies theform of *,

.

(energy used to charge a battery as electrical, the form of energy
in a charged battery as chemical, and the form of-energy released
Phrom lt as electrical by so pespondinpr.



,
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Given that a chemical system produces eldbtricity over a period':, °

of time rand the statement that the components of the system remain

'unehanged and. asked if the statement is true and to explain his

answer; the stlident applies the rule that a chemical reaction -

takes lalaCe if electrical energy is released from the chemical

system by respondina negatively and with the effect of the rule.

09-Core-12

Given examples of things which in general or scientific tkrms are

considered to be work and asked-which of the examples fit the
operational definition of.work, the student clasSifies examples in

.
which a force is applied over a distance as involving work as

defined.scientlfically by ;electjng only such,examples,

09-Core-,

Given th'at it takes'more energy to .charge a battery than the' ,

:battery will produce when it discharges and asked whether the

missing energy:was destroyed or used up and to'expinin the

.stiadent applies,the concepts hat energy iS not destroyed in an

energy c9nversion; but that it is changed into another form, by

xeDondjf1gnegat1ve1y and to the effect of the concepts.

09 -Core -14

.

Given.anequatiod for a:reaction and the.fact that-energy is
released by the reaction and asked which has the- kreater chemical
energy;the reactants or-the products, and to explain'his answer-,

the student applies thhe concepts that energy canrbe neither.

created nOr.destroyedLandthat one form-of energy is onay con--

verted'to.another foin by selecting the phrase which Indicates

that the Ihemical energy of the reactants is greater than that of

the products And explaining the essence of the concepts.

09-Core-15-

Given thRt when a solid is dhsolved in a liquid, the temperature

of the liquid drops," and five choices as to what happens to the

energy and-askz, to select the option which tells What happens to

the energy-in the-system, the student applies the concept that in

drdinary reactions, energy is n4ther created nor destroyed, but

can only be changed in form, by uji=tua, only the option to the

effedt that the energy changes form.

09 -Core -16

...04.yerva statement that one substance hp been dissolved Th another

in an insadted Styrofoam cf.tp and-asked whether the amount of

energy Present before'dissolving is less than, equal to, or
greatep'than the.energy present after dissolving, the student
-appl.ies`the concept that energy can be changect from one form tnto

another-by ,I.e.g.,Qa& the option which indicates that there is no

-change in the amoUnt of energy present.

09-Core-17



09-Core-18 kGiven the direction to add.water to anhydrous copper sulfate
.(Cu8b11),while touching the container and asked if a chemical

.

reaction occurs, whether the 'particles corrIbine or separate, and
how he can tell,the .student applies the-concepts that'when two
1substance8-are mIxed.,and a color change is observed, a reaction
has occurred,and that a, rise..in temperature indicates a combining

paPtiCles'by temOnal,na that a reaction occurred, that the
)corticles combined; and.that he knows because'the't erature
increased. er

09-Core-19

'A

. .Given that two solutions at the,Sme temperature areomixed and
ehat a temprature increase results and asked to use theTarticle
model to explain the temperature,change, the student classgies
the combining of particles as.releasing energy by atailug, that the
combining of particles'to.form the solid is.the cause of the
temperature change.

09-Core-20 . Given that the temperature of.water dropswhen a specified solid
is dissolved'in it and asked what, according tothe particle

4 mOdel,causes a temperature'drop to occur, the.student applies the
. concept tha;t when .a solid dissolves, energy is needed to overcome

the electrical attraction between the particles in the-solid by
aal,D4 the effect of the concept. ) 1F.

09-Core-21 Given a list of two physicql change's; one. chemical change,. an."all
of these" option, and a "none of these" option and asked how the

. chemical energy of a fized mass of a substance can 'be converted
into another form of energY, the student. applies the concept that
the chemical energiof a compound is coniverted into another form

. of energy by a chemical reaction in which it. is conVerted into a
different substance by a2jacIllt the option wh1Ch designates-a .

chemical reaction.

,

09-Core-22. Given that a specific corrpound flab a great deal of chemical energy
and asked what causes any compound to release its chemical energy.,
the student-applips the concept that the amount of chemical energy
in a particular ritss of matter can be changed during a chemical
reaction byr'esog to that effect.

1. t

When Warned to assume that each of two jars contains a dangerous
chemical, naMely Winkler's.solution andeboncentrated sulfuric .

acid', and asked to collect the materials necessary to mix a
certain amount of dhe Int:6 the other, the student Chooses to,use
safety glasses to protect his eyes while mixing the cnemicals by
pu,UUL),' or2q;he safety-glasses before paxing the two chemiCals..



;
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Given the warning that Wi er's solution and concentrated

sulfdric acid are tWo dang ous chemicals that he.will be Using in

-.the next,chapter arid agked to state three things he should do if

one of these solutions is spilled on himOr on.a .classmate, the .-

student recalls that when an unknown or a dangerous chemical has

.
been spilled on a person, the procedure is (1) to.rinse the area

with' plenty 6f water;_(2) to call the teacher, and (3) if possi-

blel.to show or tell him what the-chemicalmasby atahua at least

'two of the three Procedures. .

09,Core-24

Reminded of the. procedure used in Excursion 18-1 arid asked why 09-Exc.,18-1-1

after the aremical system had been assembled.it would not-llght-\

.the bulb until.it had first been charged, the student applies
the conqept that'energy must-be put' into a system before energy 4

can be obtained from the system by =appadlue to that effect..

When asked to,determine where the zinc goes in a chemical system

Composed of a zinc strip, a carbon rod, frid a K2Cr207 solution in

a beaker, the student generates a procedure forjdentifying_what

becomes of the anc which disappears from the zinc strip,in a

chemical cell and'modifies or.defends-th4,,sfeps of-his model to

meet his instructor's objections_by independently atkizaliz a

procedure in Excursion 18-2 and defpWIn g. or m9=1-10a it..

09-Exc 18-21i1

Given aiclist of six energy conversions and.asked to give an

example of.any foUr or the specified energy conversions, the

studerft applies the.concept that energy canbe conVerted Promone

rorm Into another by ..s_taexamples or the specified energy

conversion correctly.in at least three of the four cases.

09-Exc 19-1-1

Given.a data table showing the Nater temperatures before and after

each of four substances is dissolved In the water and asked to

state whether the reactioft is endotherrac or eXothermic, th

student classifies the reaction as endothermic If'the temperature

drops and-as exothermic if the temperature rises by 30 aillaet for

ep.ch case.

09-Exc 19-2-1

Given that an ionic solid is dissolVed in water and told thel

chanipin water temperature.that Odours and asked tb state the two

proc.o.ses involving energy Which occur when 4 solid is dissolved

in Watéx and to.tell which of the two invOlveg.the greater amount

of eneri,y., the stddsnt applies the concepts that the breaking
.apart" or ions when-an ionic substancecdibsolves in water is an
endotheirntcyrocess, that particles ,uribining mlfth the water

molecules is an exothermic process.; that if are endothermSc

09 -Exc 19-2-2



prOcess is greater, the so1aiod temperature dropsOand that lf
the exothermic reaction'is greater, the temperature rises, by
atatillA the two processes and identifying whicli involves the
greater amount of energy.

.s



4

Given three proceduresToi4 preparing glassware' for keeping fish
and asked which is the best Procedure and why the others are not

as syitable, the student applies the concept that washing the

glassware with tap water and then with distilled water leaves the

fewest contaminants by seLeetLp a that procedure and zjaajjalaa

that the other procedures wOuld mean leaving contaMination.

s.

10 -Core -1

Given.a'' st of the chemicals used,in the test for dissolved

oxygen .anà asked what data he would collect toOdetermine which of
several. sampe contains the most dissolved oxygen and how he
Would use them to solve the problem, the student applies the
procedure for determining the relative amounts of oxygen in water
.a.mples, comparing the total number of drops of Na2S203 used in

the Winkler test in each case, by atg=4 in effect that he would

count the number of drops of Na28203 added to each sample and

compare the counts and that there is a direct relationship
between the oxygen content Of a sample and the amount of Na2S203

required totremove the.coldr.

10 -Core -2

When.asked what he needs to know about a named substance to write

an operational definition for it, the student recalls that an ,

operational definition for a substance is a statement of how the

substance may be detected by'stOlniL that he would need to know

hoW to detect it.

10 -Core -3.

When asked to open his bookto Chapters 20 and 21 and to state an

operational definition for dispolved oxygen (02), the student

44,')t

a lies the concept of an operation definition and the infor-

mat on that 02 is detected in a solut on by adding Winkler

solutIons #1 dnd II? and H2304 until thekrown solid dissolves,

then Na23203 solution until the color fades, then drops of.starch
solution,and then Na2S203 solution until the sample is clear and

that oxygen Is measured as a functfon of the"amouWof Na23203
used by mj3pondint: with at least a statement about how to detect

dissolved oxygen.

10-Core-4

Reminded that when he was studyfng the ICR's, oxygen (0.,1), and

carbon.dioxide (CO?), he was-told In each case to cap the jars

and asked why, the student generatesthe explanation that the lids

pre put onto the Jars to insure that the variables -- the amounts

of 0.) or CO2 -- are altered only by the reactions in the fish and'

not by gas transferred,Into.or from the water by at_AULL the

offect of the conc6pt.

10-Core-5

Given a description of Activities 20-6 through 20-11, including 10-Core-6

the results for the sample used az a control, and asked to give

6' 0



the term that is used'to name the sample wHich serves as the coilr.
trol and why, since'there is no change in the procedure used on
that sample, it is necessary to do the reaction again with this
activity,.the student applies the concept that a control-must,be
used with an experiment to rule out effects Specific to the time,
of the trial (temperature, length of time, and so on) as causes
of the results by ms.p.opaix with the .term control and staupg, the 4-
essence of the concept.

10-Core-7

-

Given that several'nopPhOtosynthesizing organismis axe in a closed
. environment longer than'several other nonphotosynthetizing orga-

misms and asked Which.organisms will use more oxygOn and.velease
more carton dioxide'and to explain his answer, the student applies
the concept that the longer an organism is in contact' with a given
environment, the more'reactants it williuse up for As survival

.

and the more products will be formed by apsgialliz the sample in
which the oxygen level will be lower and the carbon dioxide level
'wilt be higher and stat'im'that until the oxygen supplY is ex-
hausted or the organism dies,* the Oxygen level will drop and the
carbon dioxide level will rise in a Sealed environment in contact
with living (nopphotosynthesizing) organisms..

10 -Core -8 Given that a sample 'from a solution-untains.a-speified diSsolved.
.gas and asked if.all of the liquid containS the gas and to-explain
his answer, the student applies the concept that if a sample of a
.solution contains a specified substance, the rest of the solution
also contains that substance by..gtgwacilua affirMatively and with
the notion of the rule.

10-Core-9 Given a description of a situation in which the number of orga-'
nisms is increased and 'asked what effect the increase in concen
trdtion will have bn the rates of oXyge0 consumption and carbon
dioxide-production and why, the student applies tpe concept that
an increase in the concentration of organisms, like an increase
in ariST other reactant, increases the, rates at which the reactants
of a reacition are used and.the products are produced by ttalija
that the patellincrease and the notion of the concept.

10 -Core -10 Given that the fishin Chapter 21 are subjected. only to slbw
changes in the temperature.of the waterAn which.they are kept
And asked to explain why, the student generates the concept that'-
fish are sensitive to sudden temperature changes by r
that a sudden change in temperature will be har,mful to the fi h
and may cause their death.

10-Core- 1 Given the water temperatilre of a lake in spring and in sumer, and
asked this change in temperature would have on how
often a cold-blooded animal would need to. surface for air and to

4



explain his answer, the student applies the rule that reaction
rates vary with temperature by-predictIng that the ailimal would
have to breathe more often in warmer water and ;Wins the effect
of the rule.

0

Given a list of four reactions and'an "all of the above are IO-Core-12
correct" option and asked to select evidences that chemical reac-
"tions.take place in 'living things, the studen't classifies the
following as evidences that chemical reactions bccur'in living

. things: (1) some materials .(reactants) are used up, (2) new
materials (Products) are formed, () concentrationS are altered,

. (4) °temperatures of living things alter the rate of new material
formation, and (5) stamach acid is neutralized in definite
quantities,_az are other acids, by li.1.Q.c.tgla all four of the

evidence4.that occur in the check or the option "all of the above
are correct."

, GiVen that a sample of the same product has been collbCted from a
living and a nonliving system and asked to agree or disagree with
the stateMent that the.product$4can be distinguished and why, the
'student applies the concept that a chemical substance is the same
whether it is produced.* a living.or a nonliving system by
asatazganz, with the poSition that samples fram living and-non-
living systems can be distinguished-and =jaz the concept as the
reason.

10-Co/4e-13

Given a report .that a specifiedmotor runs because of .achemical
reaction between a specified fuel and oxygen and asked; based on
his knowledge of reactants in chemdcal reactions, to:predict what
should happen to the amount of fuel in the tank as the reaction
takes place and why this happens, the st4dent'applies the concept
that the reactants are consumed during a chemical reaction by
12gclijaUnL that the,amount'or fuel should decrease because the

reactants. are being consumed.

10 -Core -14

#

Given, a reaction from Chapter 20,or 21 and a statement of,4he
position that a given amount of a specifiedpreactant can react at
differ'ent times with different amounts of another reactant and
asked if he agrees or disagrees with the position and why, the
student aPplies the concept that.when chemicals react, they dl
in definite numbers (ratios) and when all the particles hav
reacted, the reaction stops by atu1124 that he disagrees with the

to position and the essence or the rule.

10-Core -15

.Given that- the oxygen (02) level goes down In water containing .

1CR's and-asked what evidence he has to decide between'the state-
ments (1) that fish absorb and store 02 and (2) that.the absorbed

10-Coi,e-16



4.

.11

4.

02 is involved in a reaction in the fish, the student applies.the
concept that in a chemical reaction, the particles are recombined
in different ways by citing the decrease in the amount of .uncom,-
bined 02 and the ioroductiontof CO2 (a combination of 02 and Q),as
evidence of a chemiOal reaction and uatillx that if the fiSh
simply absorbed the oxygen, there would be .a lowered oxygen:10,e1,
but the carbon dioxide level would.remain unchanged:.

10-Core-17
-

Given five statements4 to the effect either that the conclusions
which can be drawn from the ICR activities prove something or that
they suggest pomething about scientific models and asked to select
the best statement, the student applies the concept that the

. results of sCientific activities suggest or support conclusions
or models, but they do not prove them, by sel,ecting the entry

which implies sq.:Tort for a model.

10-Core-18 Given the fact that the temperature of the human body doesn't
drop, even.on very cold days and asked what the source of heat is
in 'the human bodyl the student generates the concept that chemical
reactions occur withlin the body that release heat and_keep the
human body teMperature constant by guacmaina to that-effect.

.10-Exc 21-1-1 Given a description of a situation .1-1 which differing air samples

are stored in containers and asked how he wolald go Aboutdeter-
mining Which Container has the most okygen, the student applies
the concept that.given a fixed reaction rate, the-duration.of a
reaction is'proportional to the-amount oP,the reactants present

by rgapsaalx, to the effect that he. would invert each container
over a burning object and find the.amount of time it took floV the

flame to.go out and the longer it took, theflmore oxygen in the

container.

10:Eke 21-2-1 Given a-pair; of labeled axes and 'data about'depths of water,

variations in dissolved oxygen, and oxygen levelS mg/lY.'neeled"
for specified fish to.survive and asked the lowest levels at which
each species of fish could..be found in the lake, the'student
applies the processes of graphing data and interpreting a .graph
by Awailai the poicts, clEAtang, a smooth line of best fit,. and
UIj.21.1.4 the lowest levels at Which each species offish could.:
ekist, Correctly fo .two of the three given s'pecieS.

f4
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____ .........

Given five glucose solutions whose different concentrations are
indicated by their different colors after.:being tested with .

Benedict's solution and asked to place these in order of cioncen- 4

tration from lowest to highest concentration, the student

identifies the relative conceniVhtions. of the glucose Solutions,

aS the lightest having the lowest conceritration and the darkest
haVing the highest concentra%ion by oglittliak-.,the five. soluti,ons':,

_from:the lightest.t4 the darkes4 color intensiti.'

11 -Core -1

Given the directions to get four samples of different concentra- 11-Core-

tions of glucose solution and to test.them according to the
procedure in Activitie& 22-12-through 22-14 and asked to'order
the glucose content'of the samples from the lowest tO the highest,

.

the student manipulates the. four samples, Benedict's solution, and
a hot water bath by ac1=DE the solutions by concentration of
glUcose from the weakest and lightest in colOr to the strorigest.

and Oarkest in color.

'Given tilt carbon dioxide is produced by a specified/organism
usingthe okygervin the,air and a list of possible sources of the' -

.carbori 'and asked to select from the list the source of the Carbon,
the student applies the Concept that elements are not created,
:destroyed, or synthesized in chemical reactions, but are present
-in the reactants, and that food is a reactant for living things
.by aUgallaiL the option to .the effect that the carbon is taken in

in foods.. %

Il-Core-3

Given the ratio of the size of the sample to.the source and a
diagram showing the number of individuals in a sapple-and asked
how many individuals are in the-source, the student applies the
'assumption that the namber of indiladuals in the source is to the
number, Of individuals in the sample as_the size of the source J.S
to.the size ofvthe sample by =Una the product of the number
of *individuals in the-sample and the'reciprocal of the ratio..

11-Core-4

'Given that east and glucose:react faster after grinding thAn
before grir Ing.even though the grinding kills the.yeast and asked .
to explain Why, the Student generates an explanationto.the effect
that grinding-frees the catalyst and allows the glucose to come'
into contaCt with,it more easily by saLting the effect of that

explanation.

11-Gore-5

Given that an organism grows and multiplies as it reacts and asked
if the mass bf the reactants is equal to the mass'of the products
and to explain his answer, the student applies the concept that
the total mass in a reaction is constant arid if the mass of liVing

.11-Core-6

11



matter increases,. the Mass of the.nonliving matter decreases by.
zezzallinz affirmatively and to.the effect that the total mass is
constant and that some of the glucoSe increases the mass of the
yeasts.

Given'that a specific reaction needs a catalyst added to it when
it occurs in a test tube, but not when it occurs in a living
organism,and asked to explain the.difference, the student applies
the concept that living organisms supply their own catalysts to
reactions by so .atalIgE.-

, 11 -Core -8

. ,

Given thata reaction takes place in his body at a much lower
temperature thanoutAde of his body and asked.to explain, the 4
student applies the concepts that.he, like all living things,
contains catalysts and that catalysts allow high reaction rates.

,.at lower temperatures than are-otherwise possible by =DE the
essence of those concepts.

11 -Core -9 Given that a specified reaction occurs in a living organism using
catalysts produced by the organism and the'claim that the catalyst
will not function outside of the organisim and asked if he agrees
or disagrees and why, the student applies the concept that a
catalyst which functions in a reaction within an organism will
also function outside the organism if the catalyst and all'the
.reactants are present by actAting that he disagrees 'and the/effect

. of the concept..

11-Core-10 /
/

When asked if he contains catalysts and to give evidence/for his
answer, the student classifies himself as containing ca alystsk

land as evidence Of his answer that chemical reactiOns t e place
_at body temerature at faster rates than are possible ithout
catalysts.by atectina that he contains catalysts and Ing, the
appropidate evidence.

/

11-Core -11 When'asked to list three variables which alter the hteor. a .

'reaction in living things, the:student classifies. emperature,-

concentration, and-catalysts as alteping the rate of readtions
tin living things by'114g&those,

9 A
. .

.

11-Core-12 . Given that severar living and,nonliving chemical'systems are
0 stored with all the materials nedessary to:reproduce themselves,

, -and asked how many systems -- fewer, the same number, or more
'Will be'present at.a later tiMe and to explain his answer, the
student applies the Concept that living chemical systems repro-

* duce themselves, whereas nonliving ones do not by Q4eoti the



responses which indicatethat the same n er of nonliving systems
will be present and more/living systems w .11 bepresent after
storag&andstaln4theOssenceof thet rule.' rl -

eiNfren 4 qUotation from an individual-who has -read Chapters 22 and
.23 where the text warns.against heating a. living material contain.-

ing a'. Catalyst which is concerned.in the reaction, including the
statenent that'the reaction rate couJA have beetlincreasecl. by

heating, and'asked- if he agrees or disagrees anctmhy, the student
applies the concept that- most..catalysts of living materials are:

'qestroyed by heat_by eei,p. and a4LIDa'the: essence of the
concept: 1- ,

111-Cm le-13

Givena list of physical and chemical reaction,which includes
burning of a materiaLand asked to select the chemical reaction'
involving oxygen as a reactant, the student classifies burning as
a reaction involving oxygen as a reactant by selecting- the reac-

tion which mentions burning...

-Core-14

When asked to state a definition for kiZocalorie in terms.of
water,, the student recalls the definition that one. kilocalorie ip
the amount of heat necessary to raise.the'temperature of 1,000
grams (or 1,000 ml or 1 liter) of water 1PC-by sostat,ing. ,

11-Core-15

When asked to state a definition for calorie in'terms of water, _

the student recalls the definition that a calorie is the,amount of
heat, needed to .increase the temperature of 1 gram (1 ml) of water

'1°C by so m;ugWIDE.:..

11 -Core -16

qtven acomputatton of the anount of change in the heat energzr of
a-specified amount of waterIn grams,:resulting from a given
'change- in temperature th (T,.and five entrtes which.purport"to be .

answers to the computation, invoiving,different units, One of
whichis.calories, and asked which ahs'wer uses the correct unit
.of heat'for the problem, the student.pliassifies the calorie as-the
unit used to express heat when the mpasiirement8 are made in-grams

and °C by se1egting the reSponse using tnat term.

Given access to a specified quantitof water, a graduatedlpylin-
-.der, a thermometer, and an alcohol burtler and a stand and asked to
find the change in heat energy.that refults when a sample of
water is heated for a specified time period, the student applies
the formula for measuring the change In heat energy of the sample

. (AT x grams of water = calories), carrying out the instructions
given, by repUjjg the temperatures of the water before and after.

11-Core-17

11-eore-18



,

heating and by.,Iglaallz the calories of heat energy exchanged
to w1th1ll+10% of the correct.value indicated by the'measurements
he takes.

ll -Core -19 .Given the name and the symbol of a variable and asked What he
'would-teasupQif he were asked to measure A variable, the student
.clasSifies thelteasurement of A variable as the measurement of a . .

.change in the variable by so aajlat.

ll-Core-20 Given-an initial and'a.final temperature bf a mass'of.watersand
asked .to flpd the amotiht of heat energy required for the temPera-
ture change, the students ápplles the formula (gramsof water x.
AT = calories) for calcul ting the aMount of heat involved ;In
changing the temperature of waterloy gagalapathe quantity of
heat as the product'of.the appropriate quantities to within +5%.-.

117-Core -21 BiVeh a list of variable8 related tlo the cola-can calorimeter
used in Chapter 24.and asked'to idenafy which, of the variables
listed are impOrtant to the experiment results but are ipored,
the student applies the concepts that a alorimeter meaSures the
amount.of heat released by a reaction and4hat *ariables which
affect the dirount of heat captured by the caoftmeter are- or-
tant by,selec404both sources of heat loss listed in.the
question. ,

At.

ll-Core-22' Given a list of five variables, includi the amoN unt of matter-,

the duration of the heating, and the amount of'heat supplied per
-time unit, and asked to Select.the variaftes which:determine the
amOunt of-temperature change in an object being heated, the .

student'classifies the amount of matter,,the duration of heating,
'and the_amount of heat supplied per time'unit as the variables
affecting the amount of temperature change of an object being
heated by selecting only those.

ll-Core-23 Given that humans take in chemical.energy and.anked to list three
enerky`forms into which the body converts the,chemical energy of
food, the student classifies chemical energvas being converted
into electrical, mechanical, chemical energy of other.compounds, -

or heat energy in the body by ilatua an/two .of the,forms of
.3. .. energy into which the body converts chemical energy..

ll -Core -24 Given that a specific compound has a great deal of chemical
-énergy stored in it and asked when it would release its chemical
,energy and what would happen to its particles; the studvnt applies
'the concepts that the amount of chemical energy in a.compound



,

changes during a chemical reaction and that in,a reaction the
particles of the reac%rits are recombined by to that

effect.
4.

When asked in'what form enerky'is stored.in a specificYood, the-
student classifies chemical.energy as the form in whichlenergy is

stored in,food-by so alguagula.

c18)

When asked if humans are HCR's (human chemical reactors) ahd if
so, to name three reactaribs and three products or if not, tp 6tate

, their energy source, the student claSsifies hUans,as chemical_
rea,ctOrs.,'their input of oxygen, food, water, and so forth IS
reactants, and,thQir output of perspiration, urinev heat, carbon
dioxide, and solid wastes as products by reskonaing affirmAtively
ana.naminL those reactants and products althbugh some of thb
products or reactarits named may be replaced by suitable,bsti-

tUtes.

11-Core-25

.11-pore-26 .

When asked why glucose and yeast are included ih a specified

opecipe.,the student applies the concept that the yeast-glucose
reaction causes. dough to rise as a result pf the formation of
carbon dioxide by res,i3ond1 n4 to the effect that glucose is used

by yeast in forming carbon dioxide, the bubbles of which make.the.

dough rise.

il-EL 22-1-1

Given-that a .substance.is being tested with starch and ibdine .

solutions to determine fr that substance is a catalyst which will

break.down st .d asked what he ekpects to observe if the'

sub8tanCe is a .lyst, the student applies the. principle that a,
.chem4a1 indicator is affected only by the presence of a specific
substance and ceases to.be agfectecrwhen the Substance .is removed
and the fact that iodine:is an indicator which-is blue-black 16
the presence of starch by 11=gnaing that he:would expeA to see
the blue-black color fadli. ,

11-Exc24-1-1

.

4.

Given a specified mass of water, its initial temperature, and b.

lower final temperature and asked:how many calories.of heat.the
water has lost, the student applies the principle that the number

: of calorieS lost by water equals the mass of the water in grams
times the temperature-change.in °C by respondinewith the correct

answer determined by,tihat.formula.

11-Exc 24-1-1

k

Cdven a swcified.number of Calories (kilogalories) and asked how
many igams of watercould be raised 1°C by thatmany Calori6S,

the student applies the concepts that a Calorie (kilocalorie) is

(;(4

11 -Exc



4

equal 'to 1,000 calories and that one calorie raises the temp-era- ;

ture of one gam of water by 1°Q by 'mps12Qa the Milker of grams
of w4er as 1L1000 tines the number of Calvies.

:
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Given any five o'f the sixteen asstimptions of the particle model'

for matter and a selection of ten adtivities froM4robing the
)1/12turat WOrld/22 one'br more of whiCh are related to eadt140.ven'
assumption, and asked to match eadh activity with the assumption
of the model to which it is most closely related, the 'student

-classifiea each activity listed .from the text as being most.tlose-
ly related to that assumption, in-the particle model which it was
used'to develop, test, or illustrate an application of by =Lau
each activity with the asSumption of the model related to it,
correctly for at least eight of theten activities given.
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